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UNH students polled ·

Carter, Anderson favored
By Dennis Cauchon
UNH students favor President
Jimmy Carter and Rep. John Anderson of Illinois for the presidential nominations, according to a
poll conducted by Tho New

Hampshire.

Presidential hopeful Edmund Brown. (Jonathan Blake photo)

Carter leads Sen. Edward
Kennedy, 42 to 25 percent, with
California Gov. Edmund
"Jerry" Brown in third place
with 22 percent.
In the Republican race, Anderson nipped George Bush, 38 to 36
percent. Ronald Reagan, Sen.
Howard Baker and Rep. Phil
Crane received nine percent,
seven percent, and two percent,
respectively.
The random poll surveyed 103
of UNH's 10,200 students. The sex
and class standing of those polled
were in proportion to that of the
entire student body.
Eighty-one percent of the
~tudents said they intended to
vote in the primaries, and 75 percent of those said they would be
voting in New Hampshire.
In one-to-one contests, only Anderson, by a 49 to 46 percent margin, defe,ated Carter. Busti lost to
Ande~on, 53 to 44 percent.
Kennedy fared worse than both

Brown stresses self-reliallce
By Laura Meade
either Carter or Kennedy."
"I see them as essentially
Despite numerous problems
with a faulty microphone, representatives of the dying
California Governor Edmund G. myths of the Democratic party,"
"Jerry" Brown managed to he continued, "of the age of expresent his policies of frugality, cess, of a way that is not viable to
selr-reliance and a safer en- the rest of the country."
vironment to a crowd of over 600
Brown, third in line, according
in the Granite State Room of the to the polls, for the Democratic
MUB Wednesday night.
nomination, emphasized that our
"I feel like I go here," Brown troubles will not be cured by sensaid to the receptive audience.
ding money to dictatorships or
"It's my third tlDle m the ·1ast ,identifying cm weakness in strictmonth or so and the second time ly military terms. He said we
in a week."
are facing a challenge in our own
Conservatively dressed in a economic potential.
grey double-breasted suit, Brown · "We've got to be more selfaddressed the crowd from a plat- reliant, 0 Brown said, "or face the
form which was bare except for prospect of more world conflict.
· the microphone. He spoke softly And more conflict raises the
and easily, without any notes, in a inevitable risk of nuclear war.''
conversational tone to the crowd.
Criticizfng Bush's stand on t
"I want to build a constituency developing a stronger nuclea-r
within the Democratic party for a defense, Brown added, "Little
change," the presidential hopeful nuclear wars have a way of tur:said, "for a more fundamental ning into big nuclear wars. And
change than I see represented Dy big nuclear wars mean you get

Carter and Bush ·
preferred in N .H.
i

By Laura Meade
The latest University presidential poll shows President Carter
leading Senator Edward Kennedy by 18 points, and George
Bush slightly ahead of Ronald
Reagan.
The poll, conducted between
February 3 and 14, was th~ third
such poll in the past year. A total
of 1320 registered voters across
the state responded to ten-minute

interviews.
The telephone survey was
designed and performed by
associate political science
professor David Moore, assistant
political science professor Craig
and their students.
According to the poll of those
likely to vote in next Tuesday's
primary, Carter is preferred by
47 percent of the Democrats
while Kennedy attracted 29 per-
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Brown collected six percent, and
18 percent were still undecided.
On the Republican side Bush
colle~ted 37 percent ~f the
voter s support and Reagan had
:~ percent. However, a possible
ive percent margin of error
STATE POLLt page 4 .

vaporized. And then you get
irradiated. And then the soil and
the food chain and all the rest of it
turns you into a culture far from
what we have now."
Brown disagreed with the
philosophy that if we _want to be

Carter and Brown in head-on contests with Republicans. He lost to
Bu.sh 65 to 32, and to Anderson, 76
to23.
..
Brown lost to Bush 61 to 36, and

for women who can't afford
them, the margin of support was
smaller, but still large.
Sixty-two percent thought they
should be paid for, 31 percent

Students opposed the draft by
an 18 to 80 percent" margin, but
had mixed feelings on draft
registration, which 44 percent
supported and 54 percent opposed.
Students also overwhelmingly
supported keeping abortions
legal. Eighty percent of those
polled thought it should be legal,
and only 17 percent thought it
shouldn't.
On federally funding abortions

percent were unsure.
There were no significant difference in the attitudes of men
and women on abortion.
Nor was there a significant difference between the sexes on
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment, which those polled
supported 72 to 26 percent.
The poJl was conducted during

to Anderson G!J to 31 percon,.

thought they shouldn't, and seven

Results of The New Hampshire's Poll
103 students were polled at rando~
(The figures below are expressed in percentages)

DEMOCRATS
Carter
Kennedy
Brown
unsw:e

42
25
. 22
11

Do you favor:
reinstituting the draft?
r~instituting registration?
Anderson
Anderson
Bush
Bush

.

REPUBLICANS
Anderson
38
Bush
36
Reagan
9
Baker
7
Crane
2
Crane
2
unsure
8
unsure
No
Yes
2
80
18
~44
2
54
46

49
76

vs. Carter
vs. Kennedy

.23

44

vs. Carter
vs.Kennedy

53
3.2

65
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Energy train_ing is unique
By Mark Luebbers
The University's Thompson
School has developed a program
unique to the United States,
which trains students in the
. rapidly expanding field of energy
management.
The major has been included in
the School's Civil Technology
Department. No other U.S.
university has developed a
program to train energy
management _technicians.
The program is the brain child
of Thompson School's Dean, Dr.
Lew Roberts, and Professor Guy
Petty. Their initial goal was to
respond to the increased demand
for trained energy auditors in
reducing the energy costs of
small private businesses such as
department stores and motels.
program
prepares
The
graduates to work with industry,
small businesses, utilities and
private
homeowners
in
examining energy systems and
determining the most efficient,
economical means of improving
the system's energy use.
Petty said graduates of the
program will find a large and expanding job market.
For example, some state
utilities are now required by law
to orovide low-cost energy audits
for their customers. State governments are looking for trained
people to reduce energy use of
state-funded buildings, and the
federal
11ovP.rnme.nt
now
irequires almost all federally
,funded building to have energy
audits.
·
-

Petty explained that the
program provides a practical,
"nuts and bolts" education
rather than stressing theory.
Courses
in
electricity,
mechanical systems, alternative
energy systems, building construction, and construction
estimation provide ''hands-on''
experience. They train students
to "retrofit" or upgrade old
buildings and stop energy waste.
"We're developing as we go,"
Petty said. "We saw the demand
and decided to go with it, but
we're still only in our second
year."
Dave Kestner will be one of the
first students to complete the
program and graduate this
spring.
Although he does not have a job
in line yet, Kestner is optimistic
about his chances for success and
about the field in general.
"It's definitely an up-andcoming field arid a good skill to
know. Right now we couldn't
make any money with a private
auditing business because people
can't cover the cost of the audit
with energy savings soon enough
and they don't feel justified in
making the expense,'' Kestner
said. ·
"But the number of commercial businesses looking into it has
increased drastically.''
Kestner said some larger industries can afford several full
time energy auditors to keep
wasted energy to a minimum.
Roberts .said the program will
train students to become ''in-

surance salesmen in the energy
field. People invest thousands of
dollars in alternative systems
before they find out if-t}ley are
really economically feasible.''
Roberts
said
program
graduates may be used as an objective resource for people to
turn to with energy use problems.
According to Roberts, the
major employment problem for
graduates is that the field is so
new large businesses don't know
how to catagorize them.
"These students have a chance
to make a real impact, but they
don't fit into any corporate patterns yet," Roberts said. "But
they will soon because the need is
so great."
Although the-program is unique
now, Roberts said similar
progr~ms will
soon
be
developing.
"We've been inundated with
calls and letters from other
universities wanting to know
about the program,'' he said.
Both Petty and Roberts will
travel to Washington, D.C., next
week to _participate in a conference to develop and improve
the country's energy workforce.
Roberts said they will be an integral part of the conference.
Long-range plans for the
program include using students
throughout the state to work with
non-profit organizations to lower
their energy costs. This would be
the students required off-campus
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NCws Briefs
Prin1ary voting tin1e
The Durham polls for Tuesday's New Ha~pshir~ presi_d ential _
pnmary-wm oe open from 8 a .m. to 7 p.m. at the Oysfer River
High School cafeteria.

Chip Carter visits
Chip Carter, President Jimmy Carter's son, surprised downtown merchants and shoppers Wednesday afternoon when he
made a walking tour of Durham.
Scheduled to begin a downtown and dining hall.tour at_4 p.m.,
Carter arrived forty minutes late for the handshakmg affair.
Planned stops along the way had to be dropped due to lack of
time However Carter managed stops in Town and Campus, the
bar~ shop, Weeks Restaurant, the Outback, Nick's and Huddleston ancfStilling:s diuiug halls.

Carter stopped everyone on the sidewalks, saying, "Hi, I'm
Chip Carter the president's son," or "I'm Amy's brother."
Many shoppers were stunned by the quickness ?f th~ introduction. Others stared in disbelief. One customer, m Nick's bar,
seemed bored during the brief exchange. _
.
"I'm trying to decide if 'it (the tour) really made any difference " said Nancy. Urcuioli, a junior who was in Huddlt;ston w~en
Carter visited. "Is anyone really going to change their vote Just
because they saw Jimmy Carter's son?' '
Each of Carter's stops were brief. He stopped at a person only
long enough to announce who he was before moving on to the next.
"It was nice that he came," Sandy Lewis, a junior sai~. "But
he's not going to swing my vote.'' She confessed to bemg undecided in her own choice of a candidate for the primary.
Carter said he hopes his appearance will give his father a
higher margin of victory over Massachusetts Senator Edward

McG·o vern thinks Ted's the man
By Laura Meade
"Of all the Kennedy brothers,
Ted Kennedy is now the best
prepared of the three for the
presiden~y," Sc!id Senator
George McGovern to a crowq. of
over 200 Wednesday mormng.
"He has the capacity of leadership that characterized President
Kennedy and the depth of compassion of his brother Robert."
Addressing the Granite State
Room crowd, the South Dakota
Democrat made his first New
Hampshire appearance since his
own unsuccessful presidential bid
in the 1972 elections. This time,
instead of campaigning for himself, he was endorsing the candidacy of Massachusetts Senator
Edward I{cm1~uy.

Reflecting his own campaign,
eight years a,zo. McGovern said
we need a new definitionof what it
means to win. He said those
people who were working for his
campaign, including himself and
running mate Sargent Shriver,
would not want to change places

with the men of the Nixon administration, most of whom are
now in jail because of Watergate.
McGovern also thanked any
members of the audience who
supported him in 1972.. He said
that although his campaign made
some mistakes, it also brought a
lot of issues out in the open.
Talking of- the purpose of his
visit, McGovern said, "I'm here
to speak for Ted Kennedy
because I believe he offers new
hope, and new directions, and
new commitments to the people
of this country.
The soft-spoken, sharply
dressed Senator reiterated many
of Kennedy's policies about the
draft, nuclear powPr ::and ERA.
He frequently compared Kennedy's long history of political involvement, citing several pro:
posals and bill~ __J{ennedy has
sponsored or backed while being ·
a representative.
Speaking of the upcoming
presidential elections, McGovern
said. '_'Senator Kennedv. in lhi~

campaign, has spoken more firmly and boldly on the real issues
before the nation than any of the
others."
"There are many unfair stories
about Ted Kennedy," McGovern
said, lowering his voice as he
discussed Kennedy's personal
qualities. "I wish those who
wonder about him could see him
sail or play sand-lot ball with the
Kennedy children."
"You can vote for symbols, or
you can vote for buzz words,"
McGovern said. "Or you can see
in Senator Kennedy the kind of
person he is and the kind of
president I'm convinced he will
be.''
·
McGovern .:,aid that voting tor
Kennedy would not be voting for
a presidency that will "drift with
events". "Rather it would be a
vote for a president who will
call American people to take control of their destiny and take difficult measures that are essential

KENNEDY

,

2
page 1

Kennedy.
.
"It's going to be close " Carter said. "I'm trying to get support
and meet as many peopie as I can. We're getting scared. It's (the
primary) only six days away."
.
,
secret :service anct 1oca1 ponce flanked the president s son as he
made his rounds.
.
.
Neither Carter nor his father plan to campaign further m this
area before the primary.

Kari-Van stop added
Beginning February '1:1 until the end of the semester, the KariVan will ooerate its weekday Hampton buses to the StrathamExeter area, stopping at the Kings Highway Plaza.
.
beiond this semester is very_uncertain though, accordil!g to Kari-Van officials.
. .
Hampton buses will not make stops m Newmarket. .
Ticket prices for the trip will be the standard set pnces.

Sern~~

ERA discussion

--~~

Wavy Gravy of the Nobody for President campaign. For the story, see page ten. (Laura Meade

~~)

-

.Dennis Hager, husband of New Hampshire spokeswoman at the

Houston ·Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) Convention Elizabeth
Hager, will host a discussion on ERA Monday at 8 p.m_. in the Coos

Room of the Memorial Union Building.

Kay says family is essential unit

Cyndy McGovern, chairperson of the Strafford County NOW

Chapter will also speak.
·- ·
Hager's speech will focus on why men should feel comfortable

withERA.

,

The discussion is free and open to the public.

MUSO shows filn1s
The MUSO Film Society will show films Monday and Tuesday
afternoons about the presidential campaigns and issues of the
1960s.

The films are a three-part series called "Making of the
President" and they will be shown from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Strafford Room of the MUB.
Admission to the movies is free.

Correction
It was incorrectly reported in Tuesday's The New Hampshire
that UNH officials are extremely optimistic that new housing
would be built by fall.
·
What the story should have read is that it would be extremely
optimistic to think that housing would be ready by the fall. 1
It is not likely housing will~ ready by fall.

The weather
·. Increasing cloudiness today with high temperatures in the,
20s, according to the National Weather Service at Logan Airport.
Tonight there will be a mixture of rain, snow and sleet. The low
temperature will be in the 20s.
Chance of rain and some sleet on Saturday. High temperatures

30to35.

By Laura Meade
"Political creatures are more
concerned with their political
survival than the survival of this
nation and its people," Richatd
Kay, Democratic candidate ~ ; ·.
president -sald ·- Wedenesday:·
"They will generally tell you
what you want to hear, rather
than\vhat you should hear."
The attorney from Cleveland,
Ohio, spoke in the Senate room of
the MUB to two students, two
reporters and two campus
representatives.
"Without tremendous personal
wealth or access to large sums of
money, you cannot be in contention for that public office," Kay
said. "As a result, in recent
years, we are building an elitist
class to represent us in high
public office. We have placed, in
high public office many incompetent political creatures." .
Reading from · a prepared
speech typed on the back of
Ramada Inn stationary, the soft. spoken conservative candidate
criticized President Carter's
handling of foriegn affairs, in
particular the wheat embargo to
the Soviet Union and the hostage
crisis in Iran.
Kay said Carter should have
announced a declaration of war
against Iran, recalled the news
media and ordered censorship,
and forced Iranian students to
file for political asylum instead of
allowing them to demonstrate
here in the United States.
The commission to investigate

the deposed Shah should never
have been agreed to, Kay said,
with out commissions to look into
every other world leader.
Although he opposes Carter's
· call for the draft and registration,
Kay favors a national service
program.
Under such a
program, each young person,
upon graduating from high
school would be required to serve
the country. This would "get
some direction in their life" as
well as enabling the young people
to "fly the coop."
Without specifically out~ining

"1

\
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·

Richard Kay

Kay said we need long-term
goals in energy and inflation. Our
energy goal should be that by 1990
we are 100 percent self-sufficient
as far as energy is concerned,
Kay said. And by 1990, we should
set a goal of increased productivity in our country by a
minimum of six to seven percent
each year.
These goals can be realized
through the establishment of
committees, Kay said.
The
committees should be given
power and be allowed to operate
year after year to accomplish
these long term goals.
Kay also questioned the family
unit. Due to a de-emphasis on the
family, there is an increase in
drug use and a breakdown of the
moral code, Kay said.
He also attributed the breakdown in the publfo educatfon
system to problems within the
family unit.
"We must accept people as
they are and work with them as
they are," Kay said. "Perhaps
we should return to a concept of
good and evil."
Kay calls for more rules and
discipline. He said Americans
should have more concern for
their family, church and community.
·
"We must take command of the
forces that are emerging in the
world so that we can extend our
freedom and not curtail it," Kay

how, Kay said if he were in the
oval office, his foreig_n policy
would be based on the fact that
"my loyalty stops at the shores of
the United States.:'
..
''Foreign pohcy decisions
should be made in the best interest of · this country,'' Kay
said,--"and ln the future of this
country."
·
·
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UNH candidate

Blakemore cites
•
magnetic
property

Bersi
pushes
for aid
By Brendan DuBois
University presidential candidate Robert Bersi said if he
became president he would try to
get more financial support for
UNH.
"Anyone who's president," the
47-year-old Bersi said, "has to be
effective in maintaining and improving support from all levels,
mc1ue1mg tne state.··
Bersi is currently president of
Western Connecticut State
College, which recently received
the single largest grant in college
history, $600,000 from the chairman of Ethan Allen Corp., with a
total commitment of $5 million.
The third presidential candidate to come to Durham, Bersi
spent the day touring the campus
and talking with trustees and
other Univ~rsity officials.
I've been here a little bit more
than a day," Bersi said, "and I've
already lost my objectivity. This
is a very, very attractive institution you've 2ot.''
Bersi said UNH has an excellent reputation as a college,
and "in my opinion that's
precious. It's easier to get money
than· it is to get a good
reputation."
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By Cathy Mabry
and Blakemore's wife, Nancy,
While looking at spirochete who works part time in _the lab.
bacteria
in
mud,
UNH
"It is the first time it has been
Microbiologist
Richard shown that cells can have a perBlakemore
discovered
a manent magnetic property," he
"biologicalfirst."
• explained.
Blakemore, assistant professor
Because the bacteria are so
of microbiology, discovered the tiny (four microns), they are of
new bacteria while working very low mass and "can never
towards his Ph.D. at the Univer- tell up from down on the basis of
. ~ity of Ma_ss~chusetts. The bac- ~ravity."
teria live in mud and align themBlakemore said he thought the
selves with the earth's magnetic magnetism was an adaptation to
field.
reach the bottom-their natural
Blakemore speculated that in habitat.
ordor to ewizn downward tho bac

teria would have to reverse
polarity--orswimsouth.
He recently obtained a grant
from the National Geographic
Society to lead an expedition to
New Zealand and Tasmania,
Australia. With him were
Richard Frnakel of MassachusetAustralia . With him were Richard Frankel of Massachusetts ·
Institute of Technology (MIT),
Adrianas Kalmijn of Woods Hole
RobertBersi

His_tory, hostages linked
By Paul Keegan
There is historical justification
for the Iranian militants holding
American hostages in Iran, three
Iranian students told an audience
of about 50 people in the MUB
last night.

According to Nick Kozfov, a
UNH PhD student in economics,
the ruthless crimes of the Shah's
regime against the Iranian
people and the United State's
support of the Shah makes the
Iranians' anger understandable.

George .McGovern remah1s
,a lonely liberal US senator
By _Denni~ Cauchon
Senator G~orge McGovern
tilted his long legs upward so he
could fit in the back seat of the
car during the 20 minute drive.
Despite the heat in the car and
the warmth of the day, the liberal
Democrat left on the trenchcoat
that covered his conservative
gray suit.
With a briefcase on his lap and
a New York Times on the briefcase, McGovern talked softl~

PAGE THREE

about the Cold War, political
honesty, and his re-election
chances.
"I never have an easy race out
there," the 57-year-old South
Dakota senator said.
He has represented South
Dakota in the Senate for 17 years.
Today, he is threatened with the
end of his political career.
A conservative Democrat is
challenging him in the state's
primary in June.

"I'd like to put this into a
historical perspective," Kozlov
said, "and history will provide
the justification.''
The 90 minute forum was sponsored by the International
Relations Club and the International Students Association.
Short speeches were given by
the five member panel. They answered questions from the
audience after.
The forum was designed to
examine the "Iranian perspective" since the fall of the Shah.
Included in that perspective
was discussion of reasons why
the U.S. Embassy was siezed in
November.
Kozlov,
who
is
from
Washington, D.C., and two
Iranian students, Ben Ghamami

In the 1972 presidential election, Richard Nixon defeated
McGovern in South Dakota.
If McGovern wins the primary, ·
he is expected to face a conservative Republican Congressman
in November.
IRAN,page6
"I . don't agree with the view
that liberalism is on the way
out," McGovern said. "The conservatives had about nine months
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Tn thP nnrthPrn hpmi!,;phPre the

net effect of swimming north is to
go down because the earth's
magnetic field is inclined downward. But in the southern hemisphere, the earth's magnetic field
is directed northward and upward. If the bacteria swim north
the effect would be to swim up.
Th-ey discovered that the
southern hemisphere bacteria
are indeed south-seeking.
In an electron microscope
photograph the bacteria appear
sausage shaped, with a chain of
crystals in the middle. The
crystals are a combination of iron
and oxygen called ma_gnetite ,
which give the cell its magnetic
property.
Blakemore worked with Dr.
Frankel to show the magnet is
magnetite. The amount ana
arangement of magnetite in the
cell is ideal to act as a compass.
"The cell makes an extremely
efficient size and shape of
magnet,'' he explained.
Blakemore first noticed the
magnetic. bacteria while working
on his doctoral thesis. While
looking at the spriochetes in the
mud he noticed·another bacteria
always moving in the same direction.
"At first they were a bother,"
he said. "I thought it might be a
response to light.''
Then one night while working
in the lab he . noticed ~at they·
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No~ody gathers
support at UNH

By John Marini
The Nobody for President
Campaign entertained a crowd in
front of the MUB yesterday af.ternoon during a rally presented
by the Memorial Union Student
Organization (MUSO).
Supporters of the campaign
toted signs reading "Nobody is in
Washington working for you" and
"Nobody can solve our economic
problems."
A feature performer, Nobody's
Fool, Wavy Gravy, deli,dlted the
crowd with quips like "Nobody
really knows_what's gonna happen" and "Nobody's Perfect."
Wavy also joked, "We usually
have two or three assassination
attempts to show that nobody
lives forever. "
"Who freed the hostages?"
questioned Wavy.
"Nobody," responded the
crowd of about 50.
Wavy called for a chant and the
crowd responded with a chorus of
"Nobody. "
.
"Here comes Nobody," Wavy
yelled.
Suddenly, two clowns ran
towards the MUB with a chair
bearing only a set of wind-up
chattering teeth, as the crowd
roared its approval.
The stuaents men 1ouowea
Wavy to the Strafford Room
whe~.e they were treated to the

music of Second Hand Rose.
_ Guru Ram Dass, the Former
Harvard professor, was then introduced as "Nobody's Guru."
"Who cares?" he asked. The
now-familiar audience responded
"Nobody!"

Ram Dass said "I'm still
looking for someone who respects
the human heart ... Nobody is putting humanitarianism above
nationalism."
Ram Dass called Jerry Brown
a personal friend. But he said he
could not support Brown with a
good conscience because he said
Brown has lost some of that consideration for the human heart.
When asked if he thought one
man could turn this country
around, Ram Dass responded,
"Yes. It only took one Christ."
He also said, "If I were straight
enough an9 clear enough I would
run, but I'm not. .. yet. ''
The audience seemed to enjoy
the presentation. "I think it's a
lot of fun," stated Sharon Ross, a
junior at UNH.
Leroy Fisher, formerly · a
marine machinist and now an
occupational education major at
UNH. said "I think it's something
1that's more truth than fiction."
He added, ."What they (the
politicians) say and what they
mean are two different things; all
of them."
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Students were considered
either on- or off-campus, and
were polled in proportion to
statistics obtained from the
registrar's office.
STATE POLL
Slightly more women were
continued from page 1
polled than men, since women
· makes the Republican contest make up 51 percent of the
virtually even, Craig said in a University population.
conference Tuesday, when
On-campus students were
results of the poll were released.
polled at each of the three dining
· Senator Baker is third in the halls. Off-campus students were
Republican party, with ten per- polled at Kari-Van stops and in
cent. John Anderson follows with the student areas of parking lots.
several time periods over ~ two- · This was augmented by surday period by one male and one veying students in the MUB.
female.
Fifty-six percent of the students said they planned to vote in the
11.epuoncau vnmc:tn~. rne otner
44 percent said they planned to
vote Democratic.

UNHpoll

State poll

The better you eat,
the better you are.
A public service of the U .S.
Department of Health ,
Education . and Welfare . The
Grocery Mahufacturers of
America, this newspaper and
The Adverti sing Counc il .
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Foreign affairs issues which
concerned the voters included the
hostages in Iran, 88 percent; the
strength of the U.S. military, 81
percent; the danger of war, 75
the Afghanistan
percent;
POLL
situation, 74 percent; and U.S.1
continued from page
Soviet relations, 70 percent.
The positive rating for
five percent, while John Connally President Carter's overall perreceived two percent. Philip formance rose from 24 ~rce~t
Crane and Robert Dole tallied last October to 35 percent m this
,
.
less than one percent each and survey•
Nearl~ ~50 students m Moore. s
twel~e percent were undecided.
Political issues were also and Craig s cla~ses took part m
covered in the poll. Those issues the ~11, s~nd_ing hundreds. of
that are "very greatly" or hours ~nt~rvie":mg and sampling
"greatly" of concern to New voters. views m t~e ..months
Hamoshire voters are inflation, preceding next week s pru~ary.
93 percent• . and ener_&y -89 per- The students helped design the
questions asked in the survey,
·'
.,
cent
and will be graded on their
·
analysis and interpretation of its
results.

1
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3 for the price of 2. ·
Tt:r:' :.-•~--!" :a1.onte photographs
into':-.:-~~ -::._;! color enlargements
th at .•. :., c,:, " great on any wall.
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slic~s. c,: ·~·-en'.10nal color print s or
instar,: -:- ~-~:s. and we'll have Kodak make 3
same s:;.I! ..:·""\>r enl argement s for the price o f
2 . l ,s r:-2e ::iee us for complete de tails.
Offer e--:cs :-larch 12. 1980.
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PHOTO CENTER

AUCTION
20th Centui:-y Art
Wednesday, February 27, 7 p~m.
(Severe storm date, Wednesday,
March5)
Gregg Mierka
''Janis Paint II''

-

RETURNING STUDENT PROGRAM
LUNCH TIME SERIES .
(note new location of meetings)

"WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER"
Ti111e Budgeting/Study Skills
Len Lamberti, Program Director,
Special Services ·

3 dimensional constructio
frame size 39 x 46 in.
More than 250 lots, Including works by several Important
American and European artists of the 20th century, as well
as a good selection of book and magazine cobers by
AMERICAN ILLUSTRATORS, and many fine decorative works,
-both tradltlonal and modern In style, by popular Maine
and New Hampshire artists.

Complete 11st available at gallery

Viewing: Monday thru Wednesday, Feb. 25-27, 10-5 pm.
·
Auctioneer: George M. Young, Jr.
New Han;ipshire License No: 1900

YOUNG FINE ARTS GALLERY
112 Penhallow Street

Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801
03 436-8773

Date: February 26, 1980
Time: 12:30-2:00
Place: Faculty Center Lounge (2nd Floor)
(Yell ow house on Main Street and Garrison Ave.)

One of a series of informal workshops and presen- tations led by f acuity and staff on issues of interest to
return!ng students.
An opportunity to meet friends and share common
concerns

BRING LUNCH, BRING A FRIEND
for information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090.
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Bersi concerned with financial aid
BERS!
continued from page 3
''For many people from where
I come from, UNH is their first
choice," he said. "That's a
valuable asset."
The professor of speech a nd
education said he would want to
work as a team with students a nd
faculty·
"An enormous amount of
energy has to be given to student
concerns and faculty concerns,"
Bersi said, "which are the most
two important concerns in the
campus. There has to be
development and an understanding. I'm a working president.
When I wake up in the morning, 1
know there's something I have to
do that day."
At the

6,000

student C'OJ1ege he

years in the California State
University System.
He is married and has one
daui!hter. He said he came to
WestConn in 1975 and spent the
next five years trying to develop
a second campus in Danbury,
which was recently approved.
WestConn campus has two cites,
one 25 acres and the other 13
acres.
"From our standooint. he's
been very cooperative and very
friendly,'' said Lesly Krosky·,
managing editor of The Echo, the
WestConn student newspaper.
"We have a good, honest
relationship, and I think he'll be '
missed here if he goes to UNH."
Bersi said he had beard about

FRIDAY, February 22

STEREO CLEARANC_
EHOUSE HAS LOWEST SlEREO PRICES

'

1

Technlcs SLD 2 Turntrable $89.00
0

Ak\AI ~70:ll:> Oa.._\.tto t40A""h0

HI\IRW2ANS Q

uNuA#Eo'f

ENERGY
continued from page 1
work experience.
Other plans inlcude the
development of a laboratory with
heating systems, a solar energy
system, and an energy resource
library.

29MainSt.
Durham

aIDpus Calenda

rifts between different departments at UNH, and if he became
president, he would try to deal ' MUSO PRESENTS: Reverend Jesse Jackson. Reverend
with it.
Jackson, head of Operation PUSH, will speak on political
"My administrative style-and
awareness. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, U noon.
I share it with others--is to
Free admission.
resolve and tend to the whole
variety of problems-personal,
SQUARE DANCE: Jack Perron will call. Free refreshments
budgetry--still early in the
process, when things are flexible
served. Putnam Pavilion, 8 p.m. Admission $2. Sponsored
and the chances of cooperation
by Xi Sigma Pi.
and working together are high,"
Bersi said. "You have to know
JUNIOR ORGAN RECITAL: Featuring David Wold. Also,
what's going on at the campus,
the UNH Student Brass Quintet. Bratton Recital Hall,
and I work hard at it.
Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
"I'm very aware as President
I'm responsible for everything at
the college," he said. "I can
SATURDAY, February 23
delegate authority, but I can't
delegate responsibility."
_
WORKSHOP ON LEARNING FROM SIMULATION:
Pioneer sx 780 Receiver $18 •

•heads, state wor k ers are
OurFreeCataloghasmanymoredealson
unionized, but Bersi declined to
major brands. even lower prices on our
speak on his views about
monthly specials sheet. Send now and find
out how to buy current $7 .98 list lp's for
uru•om'zation.
$3 .69. Stereo Clearance House Dept .CH68
"I feel comments about
1029 Jacoby St., Johnstown, Pa. 15902:
unionization are inappropriate L...:==::=:~~~~L--~~~.u.J!a~14~-s23s~-l,!i16~11~--...l
when an election is coming up, as
you have here," he said,
referring to the upcoming PPO &
M (Physical Plant Operation and
Maintenance) union election.
WHATIS --"There's a very serious under100 .% organic, ,conditions your hair
taking going on now here, and
coming from a state that . is
while it adds lots of body and shine?
heavily unionized, I think it would
HENNA! HENNA! HENNA!
be a disservice to people, one way
or another, if J 3aid something.''
You'll
find it at
Bersi r.P.r.P.ived his P)l.D from
1
Stanford !1. 1S16 ar d si_>ent · ten 1

Energy
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- 868-7051
Phone

Hours
M ·-S 9-5:30
T and F Eve till 7

DO YOU NEED TO SELECT A MAJOR?

SELECTING A MAJOR WORKSHOP
Thursday, February 28, 1980
2:00p.m.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union Building
--Are you undelcared and need to decide on a MAJOR soon?
--Do you have a MAJOR but are .unsure if it is for you?
--Have you had four MAJORS in two semesters and are
contemplating yet another change?
--Do you wonder what sort of "job" you can get
with your MAJOR?
Are you ge1rerally confused about your academic direction?

Are you generally confused about your academic direction?

Career Programs sponsored by:
The Counseling and Testing Center
Career Planning and Placement
The Liberal Arts Advising Center

Featuring Betty Faucette, guest speaker. Ms. Faucette has
at more than
25 regional and national conventions. This workshop will
focus on the learning which results from participation in
simulations and on various ways of- evaluating that learning. · New England Center, 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Admission $10.. For more information, please call John Chaltas,
862-1796. Sponsored by the Teaching Recourse Center and
Computer Services.
di:,cusscd siznul:ition zn::ateri:J~ 1Nitl, Pdurators

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Southern Connecticut State
College, Lundholm Gymnasium, Field Ho~se, 3 p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Michael Straw, trumpet, and Jeff
Harrod, saxophone. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Siena, Lundholm Gymnasium,
Field House, 8 p.m. Season tickets, student athletic tickets,
or $2.50 general admission.
CONCERT: Featuring "The New Hampshire Gentlemen," a
small male vocal group made up of UNH undergraduates,
and "The Chorallaries of MIT," a vocal group made up of
students studying at MIT. University Art Galleries, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Free admission. Guest artist:
The Atlantic Brass Quintet

SUNDAY, February 24
PAUL BARLOW MEMORIAL FENCING TOURNAMENT:
Open to fencers of all skill levels. Proceeds will be used to
buy a plaque for the Paul Barlow Fencing Salle. Spectators
welcome; equipQtent provided. _New Hampshire Hall, 9
a.m. Entry fee 75 cen_ts; additional donations welcome.
Sponsored by the UNH Fencing Club.
MUSO FILM SERIES: -"Next· Stop, Greenwich Village,"
starring Shelley Winters, Lenny Baker, and Antonion
Fargas. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m!
Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film Pass.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music from The Beach Boys.
Dress accordingly. MUB Pub, 8 p.m. Open to all; 50 cents
cover charge.

MONDAY, February 25
LECTURE: "The Hidden Costs of Power: The Convergence
of Environmental and Net Energy Analyses," Professor
Charles A.S. Hall, Department of Ecology and Systematics,
Division of Biological Sciences, Cornell University. Daggett
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4 p.m. Sponsored by the
Center for the Study of Complex Systems.
CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS: The Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8
p.m. UNH students and senior citizens $4.50 in advance;
general admission $6.50.
WOMEN'S CENTER PRESENTATION: Discussion on
ERA. "Why Men Should Feel Comfortable With It." Guest
speakers: Mr. Dennis Hager, husband of Elizabeth Hager,
N.H. delegate to the Houston convention and Cyndy
McGovern, chairperson of the Strafford County NOW
Chapter. Coos Room, Memorial Union 8 p.m.
FILM: "Grand Illusion," by Jean Renoir. The greatest antiwar film ever made.. Murkland Hall 110, at 8 p.m. Free admission. S,ponsored by the New Old Cinema, MUSO Film
Archive Series.

The New Hampshire <USPS :f19;.280) is published and -distributed semi~
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNJI, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business-office ,
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class ~tage paid ·at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should ch~ their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or _other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUD, UNH, Durham,
, N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at -Courier Publishing. Co./
Ro~e~ter-. N,H: ,
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GENERAL

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

SPEAKERS-NEW ALCHEMY INSTITUTE: Sponsored
bY, the Solar Energy Coalition on Thursday, February 28
at -7:30 p.m. New Alchemy is a research institute
working with alternative food and energy resources.
The wind expert will be here to show slides of the institute and answer questions. The event will be held in
the Forum Room of the Librarv and admission is free.
SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS NEEDED: The Department of Recreational Sports needs swimming instructors for youth swim program beginning March 19.
Current WSI and teaching experien_c e is required. Apply
by February 22 to: Lynn, Room 151 · Field House 862-

THE
CHAPTER OF ASCE: This chapter will
~nsor a meeting for Civil Engineers and others who
are interested on Tuesday, February 26 in Kingsbury 230
from 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Mr. David G. Healey and Mr. Edward J. Bayon from Tighet Bond Consulting Engineers,
in East Hampton, Massachusetts will be discussing
"Methane Venting from a Sanitary Landfill." A slide
presentation will be shown and coffee and donuts will be
served.
CHESS CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: To ·be
held on Tuesday, February 26 in the Rockingham Room
of the Memorial Union at 7:30 p.m. New members are
welcome.
SCIENCE FICTION CLUB MEETING: To be held on
Monday, February 25 at 8:00 p.m. in the Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union. The meeting will include exhibits and
discussion on science fiction and fantasy. Free admission.
UNH HORTICULTURE CLUB MEETING: To be held
on Thursday, February 28 at 5:00 p.m. in Nesmith 110.
The meeting will involve planning for the open house at
the Greenhouses. Open to all UNH students and faculty.
TOSNOM ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: The
Organization for the Study on the Nature of Man will
have a meeting on Monday, February 25 at 8:00 p.m. in
Stoke 352. Come and share ideas, get involved.

~L

·

'

P~ER COUNSELING LECTURE: Sponsored by KoolAid on Tuesday, February 26 at 7:00 p.m. in the Hanover
~m, Memorial ~nion. Re-ev~luation Counseling (RC)
IS a peer counseling program m which people learn to
~hare effective counseling time with each other. The
!lass includes discussion of basic counseling theory,
iemonstration of teclmiques, and application of theory
to everyday life.
RETURNING STUDENT PROGRAM-BAG LUNCH
SERIES: Sponsored by Counseling and Testing Center.
To be held on Tuesday, February 26 in the Faculty Center Lounge (2nd floor) from 12:30- 2:00 p.m. This week's
meeting will feature "Work Smarter, Not Harder" Time

Rntl.goting/Study Skill11, by Lon .Lamberti ot B.,.CCidl

Services.
COUPLES GROUP: Regular meetings will be held on
Tuesdays, beginning February 19 in the Counseling and
Testing Center, Schofield House. The meetings will be
held from 7:00p.m. -9:00p.m. Admission is free.
WOMEN'S GROUP: Sponsored by the Counseling and
Testing Center, Schofield House, on Wednesdays from
4:00-6:00 p.m. Admission is free.
MEN'S GROUP: Held every Monday from 3:30 - 5:00
p.m . . in the· Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
House. This is an opportunity for men to ·explore their
changing roles.
RETURNING WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: To be
held on Tuesdays at the Counseling and Testing Center,
Scholfield House from 3:00- 5:00 p.m.

.lJNH

IVCF FELLO\VSIIIP MEETING.

Tbt: Iutt:1·-van,U.y

Christian Fellowship Meeting has been scheduled for
Friday, February 22 in McConnell 218 at 7: 30 p.m.
BACCHUS MEETING: To be held on Wednesday,
February 27 at 6:30 p.m. in Fairchild Hall Lounge.
BACCHUS concerns itself with promo~ing responsible
drinking. Refreshments will be served so please attend
and bring your friends.

CAREER
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Will be
held on Tuesday, February 26 in the Forum Room of the
Library (Floor C) at 6:30 p.m. The workshop will
feature video tape, lecture and discussion sessions to
help !_~~e~ts prepare for employment interviewing.

Iran
IRAN
_continued from page 3
and Reza-Jalil, said they did not
endorse the American Embassy's occupation, but said the
Iranian anger is understandable
in light of the country's history.
"I personally can't justify it,"
Kozlov said. ''But there is
historical justificat~on. I want to
avoid the question of moral
justification, because I think it is
irrelevant." ·
Kozlov said Iran was not an
"economic miracle " as many
believed.
'
"There was a highly un~ual
· distribution of income, and abJect
poverty for the majority of the
masses," he said. "And what do
we mean by economic development? But if we meah taking
care of fundamental human
needs, such as health and
education, no."
Kozlov cited figures in which
the Iranian government, in the
six years before the revolution,
put an average of $100 million into education per year, $150
million for health, and $4.5 billion
in military arms.
Jalil, cited the high rate of inflation, corruption in government
the takeover of news agencies by
the government and torture by
the Savak police as examples of
oppression of the people.
·

•
•
••-•••--•-••-•

AJ(

''Th.ey arrested without
warrant, tortured them, found
out what they wanted and took
them to court," he said. "They
would burn out people's eyes with
hot irons and cigarettes, pulled
out their fingernails, rape them,
and torture members of their
family."
Ghamami, a senior in
mechani.c al engineering, cited
the CIA's involvement in returning the Shah to power in 1953,
financial and advisory assistance
to Iran and aid in training the
Savak army ,as examples of the
United State's guilt in aiding the
Shah.
.
J_ames C: Curra~, wh<? IS . a
retired ~or~!Jn service off,icer. m
, Iran! said, _ rankly I don t think .
IRAN page 7
'

R IC
• h ard K a y
·
KAY
continued from page 2

said. "We must raise our standard of living, not cut it down.''
Kay did not indicate any prior
experience · in the political
system, nor did he offer specific
ideals and goals for his candidacy. However, he did mention
that he wants to make Americans
, aware of the discrepencies.
"We-must not permit the forces
of confusion and political expedience to cause us to sit down
and wait for tbe world to come to
us," Kay said. "To me the future
belongs to the bold and the adventurous. And not to· the meek or to
the hesitant, or those who think
only of their own political survival."
Admitting a lack of support due
to lack of funds, Kay said, "Now
whatever you do, don't write in
the paper how many people
showed up."

E~E~~G OF IMOITl(J(B
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money.
don't think the U.S. invented it."
"You're worth more to the Ghamami said Iranians hold
economic machinery sick and the United States responsible
suffering than well and because "they suppo~ted the '
working,'' Brown concluded. He Shah and turned their faces away
BROWN
called for a new measure of the from those incidents.
continued from page 1
quality of life, saying that it
''Throughout the years they
strong we have to have more would
require a fundamental looked into the raw interests of
nuclea~ warheads. He said if we value shift.
the U.S. and overlooked what was
build the MX missiles, Russia
"I want that diversity in our haopening in Iran."
will too. Then the son of the MX economy,
well as in our enwill follow. And America will still vironment,asand
·iri our politics,''
have problems.
Brown
said.
Speaking
of
industry's
Concluding the forty-minute
problems Brown noted that the speech,
Brown left the audlence HOCKEY
thirli lar~est automobile comd
~!!~ J~ .!>!l_~~pt;_ ~~ _s~p_l)__ with this thought, "Let us look at continued from page 15
all that we ha've, not as
largest lost a billion dollars in something
we inherit from our situation this way, "We have no
sales and was saved only by parents,
but rather as something choice, it's all out or nothing.''
foreign sales; and the largest we borrow
ICE CHIPS: UNH will be
from our children.''
motor company, General Motors
without the services of wing Dana
has to offer a ''$500 bribe to get
Barbin who suffered a concussion
peopletobuytheircars."
the other day in practice. Craig
"We must rejuvenate our own
Steenson will also be missing ,
industrial economic capacity,'' IRAN
from the Wildcat roster having
Brown said. "We need long term continued from page 6
sprained a ligament in his knee
industrial strategy to rebuild this
we have that much to apologize according to trainer Scott Biron.
nation so that it's competitive."
Fr~nk Rarth h.::.s a slight groin
Citing Japan as _an examI?le, for.
''I think those are unfounded pull and is expected to play
Brown said that while competing
againt PC. He did not skate in
countries are decreasing their and extreme assertions,'' Curran Thursday's practice. Francis,
,
said.
"The
CIA
may
have
funded
military spending, defense and
who suffered a bruised sternum
the military are noted as .Savak; but anyone who knows against Vermont
has been taking
America's major problems anytnfug about that area knows treatments for it and is also exthat
torture
and
oppression
have
today.
"We've got to take care of existed as a hallmark of Persian pected to play against Provibusiness at home," Brown said, life for thousands of years. I decne as well.
raising his voice. "We'r~ subsidizing, in effect, our allies, to
Student DISCOUJlt _S_fc,"d~~t Discount _. j
undercut our own industry.''
Brown predicted a bleak future
for young people today because of
the problems in industry. He said
that ten years from now, jobs will
be harder to find and mortgage
C
costs will be out of reach of many.
CD.
The candidate warned that the
country must rebuild at home.
"tJ
::,
"We must work with Canada and
I
.
Mexico to _build a .str~pg Noi:th
U)
American community, he said.
~
"° We have movedfrom..ou.r
Brown cited his fioals as beine
C
::,
the slowing of business, helping
Street Store!
communities supply their own
0
energy, making conservati~n a
0
Our
location
.!! .
major concern, and developing a
more fuel · efficient means of
C
transit.
"It's a matter of quality, not so
C
much quantity," Brown said. "I
CD
don't think it's the. job of the
"tJ
American government to make
::,
the world safe for Coca-cola.
U)
"Industry has Congress in a
vice-Jike grip,'' he added. ''And ~t
C
takes more than one person, it
::,
takes a movement, it takes a
0
counterforce to that paralyzed
0
Congress based on some ideals
U)
and new values.''
Brown said these values include self-reliance, frugality and
putting North America first so
VISA
that the United States can rebuild
PenonalChecka
and protect her environment.
''Consumer value is building
Student Discount Student Disc
for the future," Brown said.
"That's why I'm against nuclear
powers. I see it as putting a
legacy of bankruptcy ~nd c~ncer
oncert
for our children, their children
and generations to come.''
.
CAMPAIGN FOR SAFE ENERGY
Reaching to the votmg
population, Brown said, "Here in
New Hampshire there's a choice
to be made. And that choice
brings a message of changes for
the chemistry of 1980 politics.
That can be a choice for more
of the same, a choice for politics
as usual, or it can shock people
and wake them up.''
t
"
Brown related saving energy to
:1skine: the oresident Qf Mc!?~!!~!~'~-~~ ~~v~ ~!! ~!"of1ts. He
. ,;.·
SOLO ACCOUSTJC PERFOR~o
said that asking power companies to hel~ ~p!e save electricity means wiping out some ~f
0
their profits. Brown noted that if
the president of McDonald's was
11
asked to conserve sales of ham11 IS l!lflJ,111\\
burgers, the same logic would be
considered.
"Alternate forms of energy can
produce hundreds of thousands of
jobs," Brown said: "K~p all the
money right here, involvmg more
and more people in their own
destiny. It doesn't mean
ALOSA CIVIC CENTER: CONCORD, N.H.
bankruptcy and debt.''
Brown said the quality of life is
7:00P.M. Saturday February 23, 1980
measured in the gross national
Tickets: $7.50 advance; $8.50 day of show available
product of the nation. When
- ;_
"from: Inner-Ear,.Conconi; TICKETS ON
people grow their own food, the
Olympic Records, ~anch~ter
GNP (Gross National Product)
and Nashua; Sess1onsMus1c, · SALE NOW.
decreases by that amount.
Portsmouth; room 146MUB
However if a person spends
UNH. Durham."
$200,000 on cancer treatments,
the GNP increases by that much

Brown

Hockey

Iran

... Dover .Auto ·
Supply
...

...
......
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ARE YOU
* bewildered

by multip_
lechoice questi~ns?
• confused by trlie/false?
* at.a loss for words
on essays?
* disappointed with yQur
test resu Its?
The Special Services Program
might be able to help you.

For more information about the
program's services and eligibility
requirements, please contact
Sarah Seder or Len Lamberti
Special Services Robin~on Hous~
862-156

Main
new
is ai:·32 DOV.1;:R RD. DU,RHAM

!3

\J'f

ARL2 f SQi..N,11a<IE
.ttl'.s:,tf,,
. . .-,,.,..,.'Z.~....o-- l'-~i"RT

IAND

JOHN HALL

·A wide-OP.en
winterwtth
the best contact
of your life.
Portsmouths first contact lens
and eyeglass specialty center.
Lowest price in the area includes:
"Feel ~afe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits. No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass seIVices
fn-office seIVice plan available

ex,y~~~t~trictted
- Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Monday ·thru Saturday 10 AM.

.
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-------editoria l
-Get out and vote
Massachusetts primaries (March 4) some of the
candidates may be eliminated from the race.
It's -here in New Hampshire where the weeding
process begins. It's important to get out and vote
Tuesday and make your choice known.
The votes on this campus can make a difference.
It's widely known that Carter took Ne~, Ham-

The New Hampshire presidential primary is
Tuesday. It's a Tuesday when University students
could make a difference in the election of our next
president.
Ten major candidates stand ready to become
our next president-three democrats and seven
republicans. After the New Hampshire and

pshire in 1976, gaining momentum for his successful run-at the White House. What's usually not
mentioned is that Carter beat Morris Udall by a
little mQre than 4000 votes.
UNH represents more than 4000 votes.
· So get out and vote Tuesday. You can make a
difference. ·

Fine minds at work
Assistant Professor of Microbiology Richard
Blakemore with two other scientists has
discovered that bacteria align themselves with the
earth's _magnetic fields.
This discovery may have broa4 implications in .
various scientific disciplines including medicine.

Blakemore' s discovery is also good for UNH.
It's easy for students to take UNH for granted as
just the state university. But thPrP ~rP profgs:s:ars:
here who are highly esteemed in their professional
circles.
On this faculty there are award-winning writers

and artists, acknowledged experts on foreign affairs, and scientists who are at the forefront in
~p;ace> re>s:e>.::arch ::and, yes, microbiology.

Blakemore' s work is just another example of
some of the fine minds at at UNH.

letters
Housing
To the Editor:
Enclosed is a letter I have written
and sent to Interim President Jere
Chase, Allan Prince, VP for budget
and administration, and Carol
Bischoff, director of Residential Life,
concerning the location of the
proposed new student housing.
I urge others who feel as I do to write
letters on their own and/or sign the
petitions being circulated on campus.
This issue is too important to let slide
by without more consideration from
the University community as a whole,
if not for the interest in the
agriculturally based programs, at
least for the principles involved.
On Tuesday, February 19, 1980 I
became aware through The New
Hampshire that the "most attractive
site" for a new 500-person housing
complex is a 20-acre area behind A-lot
near the rail road tracks. This I interpret to be what is now the yearling
pasture, hunt field and surrounding
woods behind Thompson School and
the Stud Barn.
I wish to protest this site most
strongly, for the following reasons.
This area is now used by the Animal
Science Department horse program
for its classes and nationally-known
competitive events, along with being a
substantial pasture area.
If I'm not mistaken this area is used
by Thompson School surveying classes

and also classes involving observation
and classification of trees and
vegetation.
Remembering
the
heritage of this land-grant university,
I believe UNH should take pride and
interest in preserving the agricultural
programs and their renowned quality.
Removal of this area for the purpose
of housing would seriously hamper
these
programs
and
produce
detrimental side effects. I believe
there would not only be an increase in
congestion but in vandalism also. This
includes the storage area of A-lot and
most importantly the horse and dairy
barns, which by their very nature
can't be "locked-up".
Imagine a fire in either one due to a
• careless wanderer late some weekend
night. I think Thompson School would
also suffer from the increased noise
and pedestrian and venicular traffic in
its backyard.
I believe that a little extra time
spent on searching for alternative
sites would be well worth spent on this
housing issue. I understand the
dilemma Residential Life and the
Administration is in (especially as a
former RA and 4-year dorm resident),
but I don't believe the resolution
should come at the expense of
academics-UNH's fine agriculturally
oriented programs.
M. Ellen Beck
UNH Graduate Student

Primary
To the Editor:
I all) a history major at UNH. My
father is the former chairman of the
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To the Editor:
Last Monday night in the Granite
State room a debate among representatives of the candidates for the
democratic nomination took place.
Unfortunately the turnout was low and
the chance for more political
awareness was largely missed.
The representative for Kennedy certainly outdueled the Carter and Brown
surrogates. With quick wit and a rapid
fire mind, Allard Lowenstein was able
to point up the weaknesses of the Carter Administration and also he
especially questioned the electability
of Jerry Brown as president.
Any person has the right to run for
president, however, just as in 1976,
when the liberal vote was divided
among 4 candidates, leading eventually to the victory of Jimmy Carter,
a similar situation now threatens to
occur once again. Because Brown and
Carter people are .working together
against the candidacy of Ted Kennedy,
as evidence in the Maine caucauses, it
therefore seems that one has the right
to ask pointed questions about the substance and winability of the Borwn
candidacy.
I'd like to list those questions: 1) in
what state will Brown win at least one
delegate to the national convention. 2) ·
how much experience does Brown
have in foreign affairs, would we not
have to tra~ another president. 3)

Edltor-lnChlef
Managing Editors
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Andyfleldt
Linda Gellman
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Cathy Plourde
Joel Brown
Gary Crouan
Jack Low
Andrea Coville

Dennis Cauchof'.I
Michael Landroche

of his own castrophes," you can bet
that it is the truth.
On the other hand, there is Edward
M. Kennedy: A man who spent seventeen years in the United States Senate,
who knows Washington and the world
inside and out, who is smart enough to
surround himself with a brilliant staff.
(Are Ham Jordan, Jody Powell and
the Peanut Brigade anyone's idea of
brillant?) A man who is not awed by
the responsibilities and power of the
presidency.
A man considered to be the most
well-informed member of the Senate.
A man who does not need the
presidency and does not need to subject himself to deep personal
criticism. Edw..ard Kennedy has
repeatedly stuck himself out on a limb
for people less fortunate than himself. ·
Chappaquiddick? Family. problems? Yes. But we should kQow, after
Nixon and Carter, that a lack of scandals on one's background does not
always make for the best president.
Edward Kennerly comes from a
family who knows better than any M
us the meaning of service, patriotism
and sacrifice. He is a brave man. A
man of excellence. We should be
honored that he would want to lead us.
Freddie Catalfo
Dover

_N.H. ~mocratic Party. In 1976, Jimmy Carter was a guest at our home.
Recently, we have held receptions
here for Governor Brown and Senator
Kennedy. (It was at our home that
Sen. Kennedy watched Carter's press
_conference calling -him a "liar.") I
•would like to address those who will be
voting in the u~ming Democratic
.prim8J'!1:
There is a clear choice to be made:
It is between Edward M. Kennedy and
Jilpmy Carter. (Gov. Brown is a good
man with interesting ideas, but it is no
secret ·that he is not electable this
year.) On one hand, we have Carter: A
man plucked out of the Governorship
of Georgia (one-term) for a job that
was and still is beyond his capability.
He has consistently made ignorant and
shortsighted decisions in domestic,
energy, economic and, especially,
foreign policy.
Oil companies are allowed huge
profits which are not used for exploration but instead for diversifying.
The inflation rate Carter promised to
cut from 5 percent to 4 percent but instead it jumped to 13 percent. He
caused the Iranian crisis by allowing
the Shah into the country though he
was repeatedly warned what would
happen. He caused the Afghanistan
crisis by backing down from the Soviet
troops in Cuba and then ignoring the
C.I.A. 's warnings of the Russian
buildup on the Afghanistan border.
A leader? A hero? No more than a
man who lights a stick of dynamite is a
hero because he blows it out in time.
When Jack Anderson and Bill Loeb
agree that President Carter is "a hero

Billing
Secretary
Advertising
Alloclat..

ClndyGates
Linda Wllllamt
•rett KlmbaH
. Louise MIiia

Barlow
To the Editor:
Paul Barlow was a close friend of
many of the members of the UNH
Fencing Club. His memory is still very
much with us. The Fencing Club has
been attempting to raise money to buy
a plaque to hang in the Fencing Salle
in memory of Paul. This Sunday,
February 24, we will be holding a tournament in New Hampshjre Hall at 9:00
a.m. The proceeds from the 75 cents
entry fee will go toward buying this
plaque.
Most of the members of the Beginning and Intermediate Fencing
Classes and Club over the past years
worked with Paul. I want to invite
them to compete this Sunday, but it
has been difficult reaching many of
them. I would appreciate your printing
this letter as I am sure many will see it
and hopefully come to fence for a good
cause.
Thank you for your good help.
Carol Lowe
Women's Swim Coach/
Lecturer in Physical Education
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does Brown have any support in the
soon to follow Florida and ·Alabama
primaries and what support does he
have in the South and Midwest.
4) how many labor unions, who are
the back bone of the Democrat Party
support Brown, most supporting Carter or Kennedy. 5) how come Brown
got only 14 percent in a straw poll of
democrats in California and Kennedy
got 1st with Carter 2nd. 6) how can 6
years· as governor convince most
regular voters that Borwn has enough
experience to be president.
7) if Brown and Carter do knock
Kennedy out of the race, can Brown
really beat Carter ,one on one. ~) how
can Brown claim to be more pure on
anti-nuke and anti-0raft registration
than Kennedy when both have evolved
to similar positions recently.
9) don't few if any senators and
congressman support the Brown candidacy and would he not have fewer
friends in Congress than even Carter
has, making passage of legislation difficult.
10) how would a Brown nomination
differ from that of McGovern's in 1972,
when a candidate perceived by voters
as left of center waged a very difficult
campaign.
Haven't we learned anything from
that. I submit that an eventual Brown
victory is very improbable and that in
fact it is only Kennedy that can stop
Carter. One may somewhat prefer
Brown but realistically Kennedy is the
better choice, especially when the two ·
are very much alike on the issues.
Richard Kay
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PROPOSED SAFFUNDED·ORGANIZATIONS ·BUDGETS
r

THE FOLLOIIHN& BUD&ETS ARE UNDER .CONSIDERiTION
BY ,THE STUDENT SENATE FOR THE 1980-81 FISCAL YEAR
ANYONE WHO WISHES TO OBSER_
UE-THE APPROVAL_
PROCESS OR. MAKE COMMENTS on THE BUD&ETS
SHOULD ATTEND THE STUDENT SENATE MEETIN&
Al BP.M. SUNDAY IN 210 MCCONNELL HALL.
.

.

.

....

~

- ..
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SAFO BUSINESS OFFICE
INCOME

Budget 78-79

STVN Loan Repayment
ASO Handling Charge (apprx)
Clients Accounts
PYR
SAFlncome
TOTAL INCOME

Actual

Budget79-80 Budget, 80·81 Change

$1493.98
$1493.98
$1493.98
11493.98
7723.72
7932.50
8225.32
1708.20
$9217 .70

$9426.48

$11,427.50

2100.00

2323.75

2550.00

0
0
427.50

-8225.32
427.50
·1708.20
10,832.31 10,832.31
$12,753.79 . . 1325.99

EXPENSES
Salaries
Business Manager
$3/hr.17 hr/wk30wks
Asst. Business Manager
$2.65/hr 10 hr/wk 15 wks
Accounting Clerk
$3.68/hr 23 hr/wk 45 wks
Asst. Accounting Clerk
$2.50/hr 10 hr/Wk 34 wks
Other Salaries
Bus. Mgr. after term
Consultant
Accounting Clerk Fringe Benet.
Telephone
Audit
Insurance
Capital Equipment
Office Supplies
Advertising
Postage
Copying
Checks
Mlscellaneous
TOTAL EXPENSES

2550.00

0

397 .50

261.83

397.50

397.50

0

,2808.00

2337.00

3105.00

3808.80

703.80

850.00

850.00

0

500.00

513.19

600.00

600.00

0

275.00
250.00
1500.00
250.00
300.00
1350.00
50.00
300.00
500.00
200.00
300.00
$11,427.50

647.49

327.49
75.00
0
75.00
·-200.00
300.00
100.00
75.00
25.00
-100.00
0
1326.29

230.00
500.00
1500.00
500.00
1312.20

297. 92
202.00
1331.72

50.00
150.00
800.00
180.00
132.20
$9847.70

$7267.41

325.00
150.00
325.00
100.00
1650.00
150.00
375.00
525.00
300.00
300.00
$12,753.79

THIS ORGANIZATION IS REQUESTING $10,832.31 FROM THE STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE FOR 1980-81

STUDENT SENATE

STVN
_78/79

INCOME
SAF
PYR
SAFOverage
Programming Fund
76/77 PYR
76/77 Overage
77/78 PYR
78/79PYR
Transferred ~om PYR
Fall 1979
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Awards
Jerry Chase
Hooct Achievement
Senior Womens
Equipment Malnt.
•repairs
Capital Equipment
Typewriter
Cassette Recorder
Adding Machine
Mailboxes and
Locking Cabinet
Wiring for WUNH
TOTAL
Office Supplies
Public relations
•Advertising
Elections ·
Election Subsidy
Hospitality
Telephone
Travel
Legal services
Secretary
Secretary ·Fringe Benefits
CompensatJon
President
Vice President
Speaker
5Charls
SAFCChalr
SFUChalr
Business Manager
Parliamentarian
Public Info. Officer
Recruitment Officer
V.P. Special Affairs

TOTAL
Academic Council
Commuter Affairs
Students for university
Student services
SAFCouncll
secretary part-time
Orientation Program
Programming Fund
ASO

78/79
27,410.15
510
3,000.00

79/80
28,222.15

80/81

41,586.00

Change
13,363.75

1.

·6880.83
-6880.83

6,880.83

1,288.65
5,000
3,995.40
4,000.

-3995.40
4,000.00

2.

Compensation
General Mng.
$150 .
Chief Eng .
ISO.
Business Mng.
150 .
Produc-tion Mng .
100.
Programming Dir. 100 .
News Dir.
Publicity Mng ,
SUBTOTAL $650 .
Travel
SUBTOTAL

37,148.50
78/79
135.

2.383.50
41,481.88
ACTUAL
135.

45,586.
79/80

·2383.50
.t104.12
80/81

t40.

160.

3.

Change
20.
4.

Supplies
Office
Postage
Telephone
Printing
SUBTOTAL

Insurance
SUBTOTAL

100

140.

150.

50.

50.
90.
175.

·385.
50.
90.
17~.

385

1125.

807.14
1051.14

25.
240.
900.
1125.

300.

187.46

350.

350.

450.

450.
500.

1040.

758.
91.26
18,000.
1143.73

1040.

1040.

100.
18,000.
4038.50

180.
19,100.
3812.

80.
1,100.
·226.50

649.

649.

700.
400.
300.
1500.
300.
300.
350.
150.
250.
100.

100.

120.
18,000
1738.50

600.

450.

450.

1250.
350.

1250.
350.

250.

250.

250.

3150. '

•

50.
250.

3150.
297.85

10,000
528.27

3750.
250.
400.
200_

10,000.
553.38

$200.
200.
200.
150 .
150.

$300.
250.
250 .
200.
200.
150.
ISO.
$1500.

$100.

$150.
30.
400.
100.

$55.
30.
100.
40 .

$60 .
620.
60.

$60.
21.85
343.41
32.65

f74o.

f45'1:91

$95.
300.
60.

ms.

SUBTOTAL

Production Expense
Cassettes
Reel-to-Reel
Materials

$225.

ITso:-

f'fio:"

$

130 .
55.
1250.
140.
40 .
30.
50.
1500.
110.
35.
100.

$1609.58.

ffiw.

$18_30.42

$400.
100.
150.

$550 .
250.
150.

$150 .
ISO.

$1493.98
191.00
$1684.98

$1493.98
o.oo
0,00 (ill!BQ)
~ (191.00)

mo.-

ms."'

7.

Engineerin11 and Repair
SUBTOTAL ffio":'

8.

Proaraa Entertainment•

10.

ISO.
ISO.
$600.

mo.

Books

Office Furniture

so .
so.
so.
so.

f4o-:-

Capital EquiJ>lllent
Video Amp
/
Winegard Line Amp
Betamax Sony SL-5400

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

$2000.

SUBTOTAL

$soo.

Special Projects•
' SUBTOTAL

ffiio.'

mo.

mo:-

Publicity

-50.
100.
50.

11.

Aniaation Workshop
SUBTOTAL

12.

Conference•
SUBTOTAL

100.

250. ·

250.

450.

600.
400.
250.
1250.
350.
200.
350.
100.
250.

CHANGE

RGU59 CO-AX Cable
Tele-Line

9.

600.

80/81

Color Camera

6.

500.

$150.
120.
150 .
100 .
100.

79/80

Cassette Recorder
Cassette Recorder
Subscriptions

25.
•45.
300.

385.
600.
1125.

100:

5.

STATEflEl'IT OF
OPERATIONS 78/79

4350.
150.
250.
1000.
200.
780.

600.
150.

100.
10,000.
0

100.

13 .

f[io."

A.S.O.

Loan

$1493. 98

Service Charge
SUBTOTAL

136. 00
$1629 . 98

$1493.98
126.00

~

600.
TOTAL EXPENSES

780.

·553.38
4104.12

1.
2.

INCc»IE
Student Activity Fee $8254.98
Other Inc011e
TOTAL INCc»IE

$9885.56 14,454.00

lt568,oo

~_..Q.22~)
$9949.56 14,454.00 ~
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J!7avy' .G ravy:· -Gorizo
By Joel Brown
"Hey - . you've got Gravy in ·
your ear!''
Wavy Gravy, nee Hugh Romney, activist, "creative anarchist", Woodstock emcee, Hog
Farm communard, was talking
to a local radio station from a
telephone in the Memorial Union
Student Organization office,
trying to stir up interest in his
Nobody For President campaign.
"Yeah, Gravy. You know, that
brown stuff you put on your
turkey!"
Wavy Gravy is in his forties
now; he has been out on the edge
of the popular culture for almost
twenty years. But, unlike other
1960s notables, his commitments
to his causes and his brand of
revolutionary humor have not
weakened.
"Nobody For President, man.

politics for today

Nobody has brought the hostages directors of SEVA, a Hindu word ·
home, nobody has stopped meaning service to humanity.
nuclear power, nobody has put an This international group under
the auspices of the World Health
end to the draft once and for all."
It is easy to think of him as Organization, is devoted to comanother silly sixties casualty. He bating blindness, particularly in
·changed his name to Wavy the Third World, where simple
Gravy, and now, talking in the cures for vision problems cannot
MUSO office, he wore a carrot- be afforded by many who need
shaped false nose and a SOLAR them.
Wavy is currently organizing a
POWER hardhat with a solar cell
on the front powering a tiny classical music program at Linpropellor on the top. Laughter . coin Center to benefit SEVA.
On the propellor-powered side,l
follows him like the Secret Serhe has enticed his friends the;
vice after Ted Kennedy.
But Wavy Gravy is a lot more Grateful Dead to donate concertsubstantial than one might guess proc~ to SEVA.
_
from the helmet, or the red, white
"Apathy sucks," he read from
and blue jumpsuit with Nobody a Nobody campaign - button.
For President stenciled on the Apathetic is the last word one
back.
could apply to Wavv Gravv. th t
He and Baba Ram Dass, his
"Even MacDonalds S!,YS a
cohort in the Nobody campaign, Nobody does it better. And a lot
are mem~r:s uf the board of or ~nle are tlolng Ullu~:s fo1

1

LA Chamber Orchestra to perform at UNH
By Michael Landroche
The Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, now in its second
decade, will perform for a UNH
audience on Monday, February
25, at 8 p.m. in the Granite tate
Room of the MUB.
The concert is a part of the
UNH Celebrity Series, and will
feature violinist Majorie Kransberg and oboist Allan Vogel in a
performance of Bach's "Concerto in D Minor for Violin and
Oboe."
"This is their first r.,_ -t __ ,.., ..
coast
as:s1:nc:11u.
tour, ,, sa1'd Dana Pons,eas
coordinator for the Celebrity
Series. "They're performing at
1
ihe Winter Olympics this week,
Carnegie Hall this week-end, ana

at UNH next Monday." ·
Gerard Schwarz, hailed as "the
most important young conductor
to debut in the last nine years," is
in his second season as the orchestra's music director.
The 34 piece orchestra got its
start in 1968 when a group of Los
Angeles civic leaders incorporated the Chamber Music
Society. At that time the Society
selected Neville Marriner as
their Music Director and Principal Conductor.
The Orchestra made its debut
in the Mark Taper Forum of the
Los Angeles Music Center in the
fall of 1969.
Since then the Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra has built its

reputation as "a bona fide virtuoso orchestra," a Los Angeles
Times music critic wrote.
After the concert on Monday
night there will be a reception in
the East-West lounge of the MUB,
hosted by Vice President and
Mrs. Richard Stevens, according
to Anne Cochran, assistant Director of Student Activities.
"People should get there
early " said Poris. "The seats
are g~neral admission, not reserved."
Tickets for the concert are on
sale at the MUB ticket office:
$4.50 for students and $6.50 for
general admission. The box office
will be open at 6 p.m. on the
evening of the performance.

nobody.''
Besides the Oead's SEVA
Benefit, Wavy also appeared at a
recent Oakland Colesium Benefit
for the Cambodian refugees.
"Joan Baez got me up there on
stage at the end," he says. "I
played kazoo with The Grateful
Dead, The Starship, and Joan,
and Carlos Santana, at the
Colesium, in front of all those
people.''
"Something like the SEVA
campaign can work," Wavy said,
serious for a brief moment. "You
just need hard work, dedication,
and the available technology."
Suddenly the man in the fake
nose and propellor helmet was
not smiling.
''Something like eighty percent
of tht people who are blind on the
planetdon'thavetobe,"hesaid.
Tht: :st:l"iuW)ue::,:s tl~:su 't Ia:st fur
long.
"I use humor to make a
political point," Gravy said, in
reply to. a question contrasting
his SEVA work to the Nobody For
"We've
President campaign.
handed as many (Nobody For
President) bumperstickers to
truck drivers as to hippies."
Nobody For President is not
Wavy Gravy's first foray into
presidential politics. In 1968 he
and his friends ran a pig for that
office, largely . because it was
both black and white. In 1972
they ran a rock for oresident. and

roll (hamburger or hotdog) for
vice-president.
"Nobody was president before
George Washington," Gravy
asserts. "Still, we've had a
terrible time getting Federal
matching funds. And we've had a
terrible problem getting Secret
Service protection for nobody.''
"I have a sneaking-suspicion,"
he added, "that nobody is God."
According to Gravy, nobody is
running on the platform of the
birthday party, with the support
(sometimes) of the Libertarians
and the Yippies.
Gravy said, "Nobody's better
than the millionaire's club
popularity contest. There should
be a civil service exam for the
presidency, so we can make sure
wnoever's elected is not part of
the shuck and jive we get now."
Gravy replled to a question
regarding how widespread the
Nobody Campaign is with an anecdote about the demonstrations
at the Diablo Canyon nuclear
power plant in California. Just as
Gravy was being hauled off to jail
in his clown suit, the Warden
recognized him and began
shouting Nobody For President
slogans. Gravy was soon appointed liason between demonstrators
and law enforcement.
Gravy said, "I think it was
Yeats who wrote that 'In dreams
begin responsibility'."

features·,
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The incomplete dream fulfilled

·

remained skeptical. "But what can you do with an
groups -- you kn'ow: science or math, social scienI saw my friend Tom the other day for the first
major?" I asked smugly. I wanted to
incomplete
the
just
It's
language.
a
and
humanities,
or
ces
time since we roomed together as freshmen - that
see him explain this, though I realized that English
same as for everyone else. You just have to get inwas four years ago.
maiors are in no position to question the praccompletes-in the courses.
' "Hey Tom, what's up7" I asked him as I sat
·
~icality of another major.
"But what about your major requirements," I
down at his table in the MUB cafeteria.
"Will, that's the best part about it," he said,
asked, instantly feeling stupid for asking such a
"Oh. not too much. Just trying to .2raduatP.
You know," he sighed.
leaning over the table, a gleam in his eye. "There
question. I found myself glancing about to see if
are lots of job opportunities with the incomplete
anyone was listening.
"What is your majoi;- anyway," I asked. When
maior in a -varietv of fields.
"Well, you have to take a certain number of
we were roommates he and I were members of the
"For example--highway constrcution. Right?"
obdepartment,
incomplete
the
from
courses
init
found
always
I
masses.
"undeclared"
. viously. And they're really great courses. Students
He was smilfng now~ "N~w there's a field where ,
teresting to follow up and ask those people what
talent like mine could really go to use :_- and ·I
rarely go to classes, of course, because attenthey eventually decided to major in. Many of
might even put on a few pounds," he said, tapping
dan.ce in class would automatically result in a
them, like ~e, opted for the old standby - the
his scrawny chest.
English major.
grade."
"And politics. My god -- politics! Politicians
"Oh, you couldn't have that, now could you," I
But Tom, true to his nature, was different.
never get anything done on time. They're always
"Pe_ople don't believe me when I tell them," he
said in a mocking voice. "You would need an inlate for rallies. When Congress tries to pass
complete -in your major courses."
said with a smile. "I don't see why you would."
something it takes years sometimes. The delay on·
up.
lighting
eyes
his
Tom,
said
"Exactly,"
to
wanted
always
I
grinned.
I
me,"
try
"C'mon,
voting on the SALT II treaty was a masterpiece, a
Someone understood. "And last week, when 1
hear the latest of Tom's wild plans.
real gem. Congress has all those committees, sub- ·
finally got to my first class - "Incompiete Theories
"Well, I looked around for a lot of majors," he
task forces -- wow, what a chance it
committees,
pass
couldn't
professor
the
that
out
found
I
672"
said, softly, leaning forward and glancing to the
would be to work on Capitol Hill.
out the syllabus because he hasn't finished them
left and right, "and I finally found one that met
The delay on voting on the SALT II treacy. was a
my talents."
yet."
a real gem. Congress has all those
masterpiece,
Seemed appropriate, I thought. I listened on.
He paused for effect, then said:
task forces -- wow,
sub-committees,
committees,
"They
said.
he
people,"
of
type
my
are
"These
"I'm an incomplete major."
what a chance it would be to work on Capitol
realize the value of incomplete work .. Wherever
"What7" I asked dumbly.
Hill.
else I went around campus no one understood
"That's what everyone says. See? I told you
The Bureacracy in Washington would also be a
this. They looked down on incompletes as if they
you wouldn't believe me."
place to work. Nothing ever gets done
perfect
They
F's.
not
they're
Well,
something.
or
F's
were
"Wait a minute. I'm not that stupid. I can tell
there! I'd be in heaven!"
transcend the normal grading procedure.
when someone's trying to-"
I suddenly became really interested. It all
"One of my professors has a great saying tacked
He wouldn't let me finish. "It's true. Not many
to make sense. I was dying to find out
seemed
up on his wall. It says 'A great work of art is never
people know about the incomplete major at UNH,
the incomplete major. Hell, I'm a
about
more
that's
think
I
abandoned.'
merely
is
finished-it
and it's not for everyone, but I think it's just right
senior, but maybe there's a graduate school .
·
for me."
true 1bout a lot of things in life, and people here at
Just then I realized Tom had gathered his books
I began to think back to the time when he startUNH who have that gift of incompletance, as I call
was about to leave. "Hey wait, I want you to
and
ed--to pain our room and never finished. He never
it, have not had a major until now. They've just ·
telling me about-"
finish
into
incomplete
from
school,
around
wandered
'finished any of his meals in the dining halls. And
he said. "I've got to go. I'll finish
"Sorry,"
encouragement.
or
rewards
no
with
complete,
for
Hall
Stoke
around
legendary
was
he
'. of course
-telling you some other time."
Hel( most of 'em never finish college. But if
the incompletes he got in his courses.
really
never
he
feeling
the
had
I
Somehow
you're in incomplete major it's okay to graduate, .
he explained,"the head of the incom"You
.
would_
completed
haven't
you
definition,
by
because,
plete department really hasn't finished the
college.
curriculum for this major. But as it stands now,
It all seemed to make sense to me, but I
you have to score incompletes in three major
-... -~~.; -~~~ ..... ;.-- _._·. -. -· ·.:·-~ ............ ·,- .. ·................. -............. -.. --..... :::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:;:;:;:~:;:;:~:;:;:;:;:;:~:;:;:
.........................
..
......
--.. --............
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The New Hampshire
•
IS

•
accepting
applications for all positions for
•
the COllllng
year.

For more information

inquire in Room 151 of the MUD
IHAD
CANCER

AND
I LIVED. -

a:

Taking a job with big ·
computer company can be
the first step toward oblivion. As a beginner, it's
.easy to get pigeon-holed or
lost in the crowd.
At Wang, however,
you'll get a chance to be a
stand-out from the start.
It's not that we're a smail

company (last year we
sold over $400 million
worth of word processing
and computer equipment).
The point is, we think
new blood an-d young
ideas are as vital as experience.
We also believe in

minimizing paperwork
-technical or management.
and bureaucracy, and in
_If you'd like to work in
giving everybody the
a company where your
chance to see his or her
· success -depends on your
ideas turn intq products.
own energy, brains and
In addition, we'll give you
ingenuity, Wang could be .
plenty of .opportunities for just what you're looking
advancement in whichever for.
career path you chose
And vice-versa.

How towolk in Iha computer
indusJrt without becoming
a statistic. · · .·
Gene Littler
It's possible to go into
.an annual checl<up
feeling terrific. And
come out knowing
something's wrong. It
happened to me. The
doctor found what I
couldn't even feel ... a
little lump under my
arm. If I had put off the
appointment for one
reason or another, I
probably wouldn't be
here today. Because
that little lump I
couldn't feel was a
melanoma, a highly
aggressive form of
cancer that spreads
very quickly. It's
curable - but only if
found in time.
So wl:'ien I tell you,
"Get a checkup; you
know it's from my
heart. It can save your
life. I know. Because it
saved mine. _

Have a regular
checkup.It can save
your life.

Am.erican
I
Cancer Society. t
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

WANG-'

Making the world more productive.

@1980 Wang Laboratories. Inc. Lcv,c!I, MA 01851 . U.S.A.

Wang's representatives will be on campus
February 25, 1980. To arrange an interview register with the Placement Office.
If the schedule is full please call Merle
' Halverson collect at (617) 459-3422 or send

her your resume as soon as possible at
Wang Laboratories, Inc., One Industrial
Avenue, Lowell, MA01851.Wearean
affirmative action employer.
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Blakemore cites magnetic property

·spring
Special

BLAKEMORE
continued from page 3

$30off

$ 20 deposit wlll

our $189.model .

hold your bike ·

Fuji Bike
5%of all sales will go to the
Durham Pedestrian Bikeway Fund

Durham BJke

19 Jenkins Cout't, Durham , N.H.
868-5634
HOURS : Mon.-Fri. Noon-5, Sat - 9-3

his doctorate thesis at UMass he
moved to Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute where he •
still moved in one direction. . sturue<1 magnetic bacteria part.When he used a ·magnet -· they tiine collaborating with Adrianas
turned and went the other way.
Kalmijn. --·
"It was a- fortuitous ·"cffsHe added however, "my bread
covery," Blakemore said. _
and butter at Woods Hole was
In the lab are various jars of studving the effect of the
mud containing bacteria. He . pollutanJ_ PCB on marme bacreached into one with a long glass teria."
dropper, extracted a drop of
Work progressed so well at
Oyster River mud and dropped it Woods Hole that Blakemore
on a slide.
moved to the University of IlliThrough the microscope lens
nois (Urbana) where he studied
the bacteria appear as tiny white
the bacteria full time.
flecks congregating on the right
·"My purpose there," he said,
side of the slide. when a magnet "was to see if I could grow bacis placed to the left of the slide the teria in pure culture."
bacteria disperse and move left.
There is an advantage to
When Blakemore completed wor~ing in a pure culture. "In

Studont R,mtal~
For the School Year 1980 ~ 81
Walking Distance to Campus
wo Bedroom units for
or 4 Students
2,340 per semester
One Bedroom units for
2 Students

$1,550 per semester
·
Find your own roommate
W_e pay for heat
and hot water ·
.
For an appointment,
cal1 868-SS42 and ask f

Now you can get a
suntan before you
leave for. Florida!

at..
the-. Catnfp
u:go -

Uppercut now has a t~ing
booth that will be opening
for tanning next week!

2=~~PM·.

·1 minute in the booth equals
1 hour in the sun

For a quick lunch
try our new ½ sandwich
and cup of soup
only $1.79

First ses~ion. with. the tanning booth is FREE!
Call today for more information
or to reserve a space
before spring break!
Durham Shopping Center

43 Main Street

Durham
868-9691

868-7363

mud you can never be sure if certain effects are due to the
organism itself, to other.
organisms in the mud or the mud
particle itself," explained
Blakemore.
.
Blakemore is now working to
grow a large volume of the bacteria. "We will break them open
and study the physical and
chemical properties of the
magnets.
Other scientists at UNH are
als.Q._~or_!ing on the bacteria.
Assistant professor of micro-:
biology David Balkwill and
Denise Maatea did .an electron
microscope study ~that will be
published next month in the
Journal of Bacteriology.
Wendy O'Brian, a microbiology
student working in the lab, is
studying mud from the southern
hemisphere. On the lab desk are
two jars surrounded by a coil of
copper and wire that set up a
oolarity identical to that of the
southern hemisphere. The ja~
containing mud from the south is
maintained in a _southern polarity
to see what will happen to the
bacteria.
Another jar with mud from the
Oyster River is also maintained
in a southern magnetic field. "We
expect the population will change
and become south seeking,;' he
said.
Other scientists across · the .
country are studying magnetism
in other animals. ·
Pigeons and honeybees have
and use magnetite--both are
known for their homing ability.
Blakemore emphasized that
r~~r~l1. ls 119t his only interest.
he said he enjoys teaching and interacting with students-you can't
separate research from teaching,
he said.

McGovern
KENNEDY
continued from page 2
to prosperity and social justice at
and peace and security
abroad.
"The decision that New Hampshire makes on February 26 will
determine not only the kinds of
politics you favor," McGovern
said, ''but the kind of politics you
believe in.''
UNH was McGovern's only
scheduled campaign speech for
Kennedy. He left to return home
to work on his senatorial campaign in South Dakota.
As he was leaving, McGovern
added, "Walking around this
campus today, I felt as much at
home here as I do back home at
1the University of South Dakota."

......►......►......•---.,-.,_~-~--.-..1 home,

fllllll►◄►◄►

You'll be 3IWl7ro at all the .opportunities and
advantages -the Army offers men and women
with BSN degrees:
• Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a liberal vacation policy.
• Real opportunity for advancement and professional
growth-eve~y ~rmy Nurse is a commissioned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course tQ familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
See if you qualify.
Call collect to

SEAN CONNERY
1.8JAMES BOND
IAN FLEMING'S
NYOU
IN

301-677-4891

OllllY

T-he Army Nurse Corps ..
· r--------------------- - · -------------------7
: For more information, write:
1 The Army Nurse Corps.
: Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
' 1 Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755
I
.
: Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

: Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. _ _
I
1

City. State, ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

: Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _
L _____ _ ______________________ _______ CASS INERRC

7, 9:15

ad $1.00

XICKBZ.DDBDH
80. BERWICK, MAINE

38°4•5300
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McGovern
McGOVERN

~ontinued from page 3
in.Canada and the~ they reversed
it and brought Pierre Trudeau
back in."
"I don't know," he said, "conservatism sounds good in theory,
but when people get in trouble
then they want a government
that's more responsive."
McGovern said this is probably
the last time he will run for the
Senate and, depending on the
outcome of the elections in
November, he could serve the
next six years as the chairman of
the Foreign Relations Committee.
McGovern talks in a thoughtful, if somewhat monotone voice,
phrasing his answers as a
politician must, but refusing to
say something he doesn't truly
believe.
"I don't think you have to lie to
people to stay in politics," he
said ... You do take positions at
times sure that every E()litician
and probably every clergyman:
and possibly even every
professor .. . well-moderates so
they don't lose their audience."
McGovern said he had no intention of moderating his liberal
views to help his election chances.
"What worries me," he said,
"more than the domestic conservatism is the return to the knownothing Cold War stance that got
us into Vietnam and could very
easily involve us in the Persian
Gulf."

for sale
For sale: Record changer, flsher/BSR,
Diamond needle, like new~ $25.00 Exeter
Can na-0965. 2/22.
'
Attractive Iron Double Bed for -sale, with or
without battress. $25.00 Located In Durham
Call 664-2475. 2/22.
.
.
1970 VW, 140,000 mlles, new tires good
i~i~ltlon. $500 firm, call 742-6066. 6-9 p.m.
TIRES • 2 165 SR-14 Inch rims. Goodyear
radial studded snows, $40. Undctr 2,000
mlles used. Coll 742-8117. Ask for Bob 2/26
7 piece living room set, 1 sleep sofa, 1 love
seat, 1 choir, 1 solid pine rocker 2/pads, 2
end tables. 1 coffee table, all In excellent
condition $550 nog. tele. 868-7305 offer 6
p.m.2/22.

1968 VW Bus· $750 Boslcally In good shape
Reliable transportation, camper. 659.3733
eves 772-5417 days. Ask for Nell 2/29
1971 FORD GALAXIE 500 55,000 ml; excellent
running cond, new shocks, brakes, battery
exhaust. 664·9035. $500 or 8.0. 2/22.

The situation in the Mideast
has stabilized and we should look
at it in a more critical way,
McGovern said.
"I think the Russians have
stumbled into a can of worms,"
he said. "It probably weakens
them rather than strengthens
them as Vietnam did us."
McGovern said he thought the
Vietnam-Afghanistan analogy
was valid and said if they started
·harassing Pakistan it would
probably be for the same reason
the United States harassed-Cambodia.
"The notion that somehow
they've strengthened themselves
and therefore we need to increase
our military outlays doesn't
follow at all," he said.

GERARD SCHWARZ ,

'69 VW Beetle. Green runs great-new rebullt
engine, over 25mpg.,good body, ski rock,
snow tires, radio, clean and very dependable. asking $950. Contact Brion Randoll
'
205. 868-9828. 2/19.
Hockey Skates: Longe Laser II size 1O¼.
Hardly used. Ther. don't flt me. $30. Coll 6592191 day or nigh . 2/22.
1979 PINTO mint condition ton stlckshlff rustproofed AM only 13,641 miles must sell
$3180. 742-3681 or 868-2318. 3/21.
· For Sale-Classlc-1966 Ford ltd. California
car. NO RUST. Perfect for restoration. Interior
like new, 1970 302 engine w/50,000 mlles.
New tires, brakes, stabilizer, battery and
recently tuned. Must be seen to be ap~,r:2~Ioted. $600 or 8.0. Coll Jeff 868-9872.
Green firewood for sole. Cut to size spilt
and delivered. $75 a cord. 749-3936. 3i21. '
74 Opel Manta Rally German build, body
solid, runs very well, Radials. Good gas
mileage. book value 1500. Asking 975. 1422019-Keep trying. 2/26.

for rent
Wonted: Person to shore house In
Rochester. 5 minutes from Spaulding Tpke.
Carpool posslbllltles to Dover, Portsmouth
areas. $175.00 Includes utilities. Coll 332·
0944, evenings. 3/3. •
For Rent-2 bedroom opartm,3nt In Westgate
VIiiage. $245/mo. Avolloble Morch 1st. Coll
742-0712 offer 5. On Kori Von route. 2/22.
1 bedroom apartment, w/w carpeting, kitchen appliances, central TV antenna 1o
mlles from Rochester, Dover and Durham.
Country, security deposit, no pets
Barrington, 664-2529 2/29
'
Port. furnished rm. In renovated, downtown
Dover house. Woodheoted with wood supg_l~ed. On
~As_r,~.00 a month and utll.

K-~~l'A

HOOP

continued from page 16

He's a fierce competitor."
"Nobody tried harder or
prepared himself better toward
the goal of winning than did Paul
Dufour," Friel said. "He had
some truly outstanding games for
UNH and it's just unfortunate the
team has not had more success."

IN -

You too shoUld be a part of the . ·
. American voice being published by
.Van Steads. Send your signed .·
[Print Name Clearly]•Original Poem ·
Idea/ or Short Story [l Page]
·
With .$25 to:
VAN STEADS
303 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y.

Hoop

10016
You wlll re~elve a copy
for your bookshelf and
1 °J 0 f sales .

/

FO,REIGN STUDY
Interested in studying abroad for ,
the summer, a semester, or a full
year? Now is the time to review
programs and apply.
Program information and applications available at the Advising
Center, Room 111, Murkland Hall.

MUSIC DIRECTOR

Monday, February 25
Granite State Room, Memorial Union
It's our good fortune that the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra has
been tapped to participate in the National Fine Arts Program at the
1980 Winter Games in Lake Placid . On its trip east, the orchestra will
perform at the University under its new music director Gerard Schwarz.
Schwarz, whose trumpet virtuosity ,is no secret, has been hailed as
"the most important young conductor to debut in the last eight years ."
UNH Students & Senior Citizens, $4.50 in advance
General Public & All Tickets at the Door; $6.50
Memorial Union Ticket Office -10 o.m.-4 p.m. weekdays
Telephone: (603) 862-2290 .

lost and found
LOST-leather down ske mittens. Blue and
light blue. Please call 862·3199 If found 2/22
LOST-leather down ske mittens. Blue and
light blue. Please co!l 862-3199 If found. 2122
LOST: a navy blue SUITCASE packed with
clothes, It was leff alongside stairs at 1
Main St. Durham, on Jon 4. Grasshopper
brand; name on name tog: Irene Storks.
Please contact Van e;f 862-2060. Thorncsl
2/22.
LOST: a navy blue SUITCASE packed with
clothes, It was leff alongside stairs at 1 Main
St. Durham on Jon. 4. Grasshopper brand;
name on name tag: Irene Storks. Please
contact Von at 862-2060. Thanks! 2/22
Lost on Valentine's Doy-my favorite ring. It Is
gold with a red stone and was lost (possibly)
at the library, Tin Palace, or anyplace In
between. Reword. Call Jane 2-1818.
Lost-Grey ski hat with 4 stripes around It. Lost
In vicinity of A lot or Phllbrlck Hall Friday Feb.
15. If found, please call Mark at 2-245-t or
868-9743 Room 238.2/22.

services

1970 FIAT 850. Starter needs work- otherwise
fine running condition. 742-2013. 2/22

UR - NAME
PRINT'

UN H Celebrity Series

Found: One mole grey Tabby cat, young
with doublefront paws. Hos .yellow collar
For Sale to a good home. VW Camper In with bell. Very affectionate. Coll 868-9725.
excellent condition-Including five Michelin · Ask for Judy Davis or Susie Slyter. 3/4.
radials, snow tires, AM/FM 8 track stereo and
speakers. Asking $2850. Call 868-5548 after Found 2/14: Bracelet In Rm. 42 of HamiltonSmith around 11 o.m. Coll Robin and Iden5:30.2/22.
tify. 868-2534. 2/22.
Fender Telecaster Gultor-1967 customized
with humbucklng pl<;k!:_IP-S- $250 or B.O. Call · Lost: Dover High School ring 1978. Gold with
431-5035 Ask for Steve ~26.
green stone J.J.R. Inscribed Inside. reword.
One Nikon FE camera w 105mm A1 Lens and
oll 742·1547. anytime. 2/29.
.
24 mm A1 Lens (both Nlkkor) Selling OS
ft~;!~~ ~_ $550. Coll _431-5035 Ask for
2
TYPING-Retired Secretory. Experienced In all
types of term papers, also novels, articles,
Speakers for sole: Complete series of
etc. Reascmable rotes, prompt service.
Wholesale prices! Call now before making
Located
walking distance to UNH. Anita. 20
the big mistake of purchasing elsewhere
Pork Ct. Durham, 868-7078. 2/12.
749-47'19 3/7
.
4 door, no rust, runs good.
f197200 orMaverick,
Best offer. Call 436-6693 evenings. 3

·, PAGE Tl-tiRTEE~

Professional TYPING at .Its best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice of style, pitch; grammar,
punctuation,
spelflng
corrected.
Reasonable rotes for superior quality. Diana
Schuman, 742-4858. 2/29

help wanted
Pick-up' truck ovolloble for moving, light
hauling. Rotes negotiable. Coll before
12:00 noon. 659-2738. Ask for_ Steve.2/26.
_
MENI-WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIPSI American. Foreign. No experlence required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-10
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
3/7.
· Need a Job? Haves a car? Deliver Pizzas on·~
campus. Hours 9:30-11:00 p.m. or 11·12:00.
must be able to work three days a week.
Coll
Joe 862-3336 offer 11 :00 p.m. Good
1
poyll2/25.
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer/year-round. $8002000 monthly! All fields-porks, fisheries,
teaching and morel How. where to get Jobs.
1980 employer listings. $3. Alosco, Box 2480,
Goleta, CA 93018.2122.
:-J
Durham House of Pizza Deliveries. Nightly
deliveries 9:30 and 11 :00. Coll 45 .minutes In
~~;~nee: Delivery Charge: call 862-2224
The Commuter/Transfer CenteiTs now selecting the Summer/Foll TRANSFER ORIENTATION
STAFF. Apply now at Rm. 136 MUB. Deadline
Feb. 22. 2/22
·

personals

==Class ads--

Wonted: Ride to Washington D.C. or
thereabouts. Friday, Morch 7-offer 100.m.
Call Ellen, 659-2966 Affer 8:30 p.m. 2/22.

to their house tor socI0I octlVlty. Isn't that
nice? Ifs good to see we don't have the
some Ignorance and prejudice at the UNH
fraternities, Isn't It? 2/22.

Toni P. _Get psyched for an excellent
weekend with old friends. I'm psyched for a
night on the town with the old 28 gong. We'll
have to drink to Jason. Maybe some cigars,
huh? C.G. 2/22.
'

To the Sisters of A.Z.D.- Thanks for a great
time last nlghtt We ore 10 psyched about
pled~lng. Have a terrific weekend- your
"new' pledges. 2/22.

Don't leave yesterday's "Globe" for the
dog, recycle ltl Recycle all you paper on
TRANSFER ORIENTATION STAFF for Spring/Fall
the bottom floor of the MUB (the barrel near
'80 Is being chosen now by Commuter/Tranthe commuter center). Students For
sfer
Center. Apply before Fri., Feb 29th, Rm.
Recycling (436-5325) meet Thursdays at 7
' - 136, MUB. 2/26.
.
Senate Room, MUB. 2/22.
=D-ov-=1-=d-•w-ee"'"'t,.,..h_e_ort..,....,d-C11~rll~n-g~lo_v_e_,w_lll_y_o_u_b_e_y Sue: Happy Annlverso'J.' Thanks for making
Volentine? Let's hove lots of HBKF and KS this the past year the best I ve ever had. Thanks
weekl Yes, pigs ore lovable. As for all the love and happiness you've given
olways,xxxxx 2/22.
me, and for all the great times we've
shared. I've got my Reasons tor you being
Need two riders, to shore expenses down the ONL y ONE I WANT. Here s to the
south and back over spring break. for more next, .. Love ya, me. 2/22.
Info. coll molly or Joanne at 749-1621.
~ ~vlng Morch 6th, ,eturnlng Morch 15th. There was a fine loss from SCotland, who
had no eyes for those klltlmen, her eyes
2
fixed Instead on those of David and never
To the beJt l~okl~_P, iur In Beta-saw you bids did neither done dumped them. Love that
gf~a~nbu~ i:ra'a'_v212 _ove from on admirer llnel Happy Valentine's and one yearl xxoo
Sher. 2/22.
TRANSFER ORIENTATION STAFF for Spring/Fall
'80 Is being chosen now by Commuter/Transfer Center. Apply before Fri., Feb. 29th, Rm.
136 mub. 2/26

Rm:~

J:tgr:

~M~.ri1~sh::

1

Yg~~gz ~~t':trfrr, 2~
8fcf.c

0..Qib'b~r~1~~

0

6~~.

y~c:in8'
olute besttl Love,

on Whlmp of the Week-

Delta zeta Seniors-As you roll home from
every fraternity on 3iort1~s j1,1st remember
~hJT, r~eV.~~ !gf!.~'oM~~~!ad you did It
fgJhe rush chairman of Befa-congrafi on a
~ell done. I hope theyre alnlke you.
2122
COUNSELORS Quollfled counselors needed
for 75 member comps located Northeastern
U.S., July and August. ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT CAMPS 35 West 42nd St., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10036 (212) 736-6595 2/22
Credit cords found at the Catnip Pub
belonging to Robert E. Bonner Jr.
Verification with proper Identification. 2/22
Wonted • one used punching bog. Any size,
color. or shape. Coll 8~8-1297 ask for Joe or
Chlp.2/26
WIii you be spending the summer with your
family? Researcher needs volunteers for
study Involving mothers and daughters. Coll
Jone 862-2761 days, 868-5731 evenings. 317
"The Hidden Costs of Nuoteor Power" by
Prof. Richard England of WSBE. Wednesday,
Feb. 27, 12:30 Sulllvon Rm., MUB Commuter/transfer Center Lunch Serles.
Beverages provided. Free,J/26
Hey DANCERS • where's our $17,000 • get
moving you hove ONE MORE WEEKI • Ruthie.

Sol, You're a great friend! I love ya. J. 2/22.
Dave C- Thanks again for the roses and for
the card. You're greott See yo soon. Love,
Lu. 2/22.

R•Evaluatlon Counsellng (RC) 11 a peer

counseling program In which people learn
to share effecllve counseling time with
each other. The class Includes discussion of
basic counsellng theory, demonstrations of
techniques, and appllcatlon of counseling
to everyday life. Introductory lecture 7 p.m.
Feb. 26 Hanover Rm. MUB 2/22. .
·
Hey HooHal I love the new-old you. Do you
take sauna with wife? Ifs the thought that
counts, rlght?I Six down fourteen to go. Bye
now-Chief. 2/26.

rou

Liane F.·Wlshlng
a happy birthday this
Sunday. We'll al hove to get together to
celebrate! Love, Debbie B. 2722.
Letty-Long time, no see. Hove an excellent
birthday tomorrow-I'll be thinking of youl
We should round up some people for Scorpios or Oldies. Love, Debbie 8.2/22.
To DEEB-What can I soy but thanks? You've
helped me out of so many tight spotsl
Especlally Monday nltel I owe you SO
MUCHIII How con I ever repay you? If I can
ever do anything-Just let me know. I'm
forever In you debt. Love, me 2/22.
V. Wolters-To be or not to be. Order: not to
be. Supreme one. 2/22.
./
Join Phi Mu Delta. The fraternity for gay men.
Communal showers and plenty of brotherly
love. Coll 2-1298. Love ya guys. 2/22.
Phi Mu Delta brothers are bigots. We ore not
ashamed. We are not afraid. We've got the
power to fight backl 2/22.

REWARD • $1 O Is being offered for the
recovery of the Pepsi banner which was
used by the Dance-A• Thon In the Granite St.
Room. Please contact Goll at 2·1611 or
, Ruthie at 2-1602. VERY IMPORTANT that we
getltbockl

George Bush belleves In the win-ability of
nuclear war. But we need the neutron bomb
to do It. 2122.

:o~~~f feus, Scott • Tenon uuper vldl •
2

I can't understand why the people at Dartmouth soy that frotetnltles are not conducive to the educotlonol process. That
wonderful personal by those sensitive
brothers _a t Phi ~u Delta l~vlte_s homosexuals

To cutle In Chl-O. This makes It 1 and 1. One
and one Is two thats us. 143 and squeaky
things ore on the way. By the way lets make
puddles together. Love your Jun.l or Exec.
To all Portlers, l_
f you ore having a party and
wont It well known coll us at the Nod Party
Hot Line. If you wont to know where the party Is give us a coll we know all. Coll a day In
ff;f,nce. Coll the Nods hove a party. 868·

Wonted-A dote for this weekend. Movie,
dinner, etc. Would prefer a female, but nQ
offer wlll be refused. If "Interested" contact
horny Johny Rocco. 220 Stoke. Serious offers onlyll2I22.

Solly, HAPPY BIRTHDA YI My, aren't we getting
mature?! Just because It's your birthday ,
hope your not planning on "painting the
town red?I" Hove a good day and even
better nlghtl Loves always, me.2/22.

Solld brass belt buckles with WIidcat or
University seal-two sizes. Now available at
Wax EAr Record Shop, Durham. Open 11·6.
3/7.

Wonted: Ride to DC or thereabouts Friday
March 7 offer 10 o.m. Call Elen at 659-2966
offer 8:30 p.m. 2/22.

l'M CONVINCED. I"ll vote for John Anderson

~::~,e~tc:t!~t 1~~1£k he's too good a man

To the pledges of A.Z.D.-Welcome we've
been waiting for you, and we hope you're
ready for usr Were gonna have some'klnda-tunl The A.Z.D. sisters. 2/22.
Grace-You did an excellent Job during Rush
We all think youre great. Now that pledging
Is here. relax and enJoy-the headaches
move across the halll xo- The sisters of A.Z.D.
2/22.
To all the Fraternities and sororltlesCongratulatlons on your pledge classes,
and thanks for all the entertainment last
night. The sisters and pledges of A.Z.D. 2/22.
Koren J. Botton, Here's your very first personal Just to remind you that you do own a
earl S.rlously, thanks for going out of your
way once again for your friends. If not for
vou. It wouldllave been a long push home.
You're the "best." Love, friends who owe
you many. 2122.
Mark (the most clutch R.A. on campus)
friends llke you ore hard to find. Who else
would hove gone out of their way to rescue
five stranded skiers only to have sklls at your
throat and "not too much" leg room. Next
time come with us 10 we con save
energy... Love, your friends for llfe. 2/22.
Ron (of Rick and Non) Thanks for one wild
weekend-those pltstops on the way up, that
plow ride on CIiiey Mt., the lodging, the
fires, the connections at Loon, the entertainment and most of all your company!
Love, Lulu, Potty, Wlllle and Bobby. 2/22.
To the Yale road trippers; Katie, Kathy, Judy,
Steph. Next time no lewd suggestions to
truck drivers-okay? Good times at Fltwlllles,
Toads Place; Dining Hall gaplng ... far outl
Cute preps, Kahlua Forts, hubcap? "What,
this bar closes at 3?1" Go nuts. when are we
returning!? 2/22.
Brady 0: Your moves on the court show us
that you do have the stomlnol Get psyched
to show the house that you con gef two for
the price of onel 2/22.
Mike, Dano, Brett and Lee: thanks for
making our Valentine's Day so specloll As
always, we love you-but we know you did It
for the kisses! Love from JIii, Donna, Sarah,
Laurie, Lisa, Nance, Sue, Dottle, nonce,
Terry, Lynn, Marianne, Meredith, Kathy, Cindy. Laurie, Lourie, Lynn, Martha, Caryl, JIii,
Barb, Dione, and Sandy. 2/22.

DO YOU NEED TO SELECT A MAJOR
SELECTING A MAJOR WORKSHOP· Thursday,
February 28, 1980-2:oo p.m. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union Bulldlng.--Are you undeclared and need to decide on a MAJOR
soon?-Do you hcve a MAJOR but ore unsure If It for you?-Hove you had four
MAJORS In two semesters and are contemplating yet another chonge?-Do you wonder what sort of "Job" you can get with your
MAJOR? Are you generally confused about
your academic direction? Then come to
this MAJOR meeting on ACADEMIC MAJORS
and let us help you discover the right
MAJOR for you. Career Programs sponsored
by: The counsellng and Testing Center,
Career Planning and Placement, The
Liberal Arts Advising Center. 2/26.

Class ads will sell it!
1
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New Halllpshire has lllore working wolllen by
-

.

percentage than any ·s tate in the Union ...
\

THE E·R·A·
. needs women & men .to support it!
-

--

Why Men should

_feel Comfortable with the E.R.A .

CYNDI McGOVERN_,

.Also:

-

-

.

Chair. Strafford County N.O.W. ·chapter.

Coine hear~ Co·1ne learn.
-

-~ --- .

-··

... Why. are wolllen still earning 59~ of ev~ry dollar lllen earn?

Sponsored by the Women's Center
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Th~ Odds favor hoopwomen
By Cathy Plourde

The odds are continually
evening out for the UNH women
hoopsters as they head into
tomorrow's final regular season
game expecting a win.
The Wildcats were faced with
little competition in Wednesday's
home game with the University
of Connecticut, in which they
destroyed their opponents, 92-62
to raise their season record to an
impressive 14-6.
Captain Karen Bolton led the
team into attack, with undying
efforts, scoring 22 points to her
·
credit.
"Bolton is just going for it all,"
commented UNH coach Cecelia
DeMarco. "She must've had at
least 16 rebounds. It's great to see

her having such a good season.''
All indications were good as
UNH left the half, up by 20 points.
They, again, had superb mastery
of the boards gaining 14 offensive
boards to Connecticuts' one, in
the first half of play.
The last half held no surprises
as the Wildcats, with excellent efforts by Bolton, Martha
Morrison, Theresa Redmond,
and Jackie MacMullan, quickly
expanded their lead to 30 points
and held it there consistently.
UConn, known for delivering
painful ijpsets, could not muster
up enough energy to threaten the
Wildcats.
In the last 10 minutes some new
faces wPrP on the court as UNH

substitutes Kathy Mcsweeney,

Ellen Dieckelman and Lisa
Sullivan kept UConn at bay.
Southern Connecticut State
will face the Wildcats tomorrow
afternoon at 3:00 at the Field
House. This is the team's last
regular season game. A victory is
necessary if they are to continue
on to the Regional tournament.
Southern Connecticut has
been .up and down all season,"
said DeMarco. "They have
nothing to lose (SConn isn't in the
running for the Regionals). But,
they've defeated some great ball
clubs. They are capable of an upset, but we're capable of winning."
With the "magic number" now
at one, the coumaown ts sw1tt1y
coming ~o an end.

UVM mirrors Wildcats, 8-2
By Gerry Miles
Vermont coach Jim Cross must
certainly believe in doing to
others as they have done to you as
he rejoiced after UVM's 8-2
thrashing of UNH, solidifying
UVM's hold on first place in the
14'mnh•Q nivh:inn

"It was a mirror game," said
Senior captain Karen Bolton scored 22 points to lead the UNH
Cross. "They beat us in ·ourham
hoopwomen to a 9~-62 rout of the University of Connecticut.
(9-2) and we beat them up here. It
Tomorrow the WIidcats host Southern Connecticut State
was a big win that we needed.
College in a key game. Should UNH win, it will ensure them a
"A team like New Hampshire
trip to the Regional tournament. (Nancy Hobbs photo).
on the verge of elimination is the
toughest team tp play-they have
to win," added Cross. ''We ·wanted the win for first place.''
But the mirror Cross was
looking into wasn't the same as
he might have remembered from
the UNH contest where UNH
totally dominated action, shelling
Catamount goalie Sylvain Turcotte with over 40 shots to just 26
byUVM.
UNH played even with UVM for
the first half period. The second
half was a different story as
For the past ten issues, The 70's - A Wildcat Sports Perspective has
Vermont rallied for three goals in
been a regular item in the New Hampshire sports pages.
a 2: 17 span to take the lead for
good.
The seventies might possibly be the most important decade yet in
Mike Vincent tipped in the first
New Hampshire sports because it was a period of growth and of sucgoal on a UVM powerplay and
cess for both men's and women's athletics.
two minutes later Vermont's allThe "Big Three" - football, basketball and hockey - all had their
Homola
Craig
everything
of achievement, what with Yankee Conference championships,
share
redirected a shot from the point
an ECAC Division I title, numerous all-star awards, citations and a
which Moffett couldn't recover to
plethora of All-American athletes. Eleven plus graced this campus of
stop.
10,500.
Catamount Bill Kangas upped
, But I think you'll find the true success of the athletic programs here
the score once more to 3-0, seconds later from his off wing right UNH captain Bob Francis and UVM goalie Sylvain ~c~tte lies in the achi~~ements of the so-called "minor'' sports.
hand side with a low shot to the ,collide during UVM's 8-2 win on Tuesday. (Gerry Miles photo)
A solid athletic program begins, and must begin, with a solid basis.
far side.
Too much emphasis in one area causes an imbalance between sports,
Vermont then grabbed control
Vermont capitalized on its roll towards the goal line to cut between expenditures and between community interest.
of the momentum early and ad- second powerplay of the night at the lead again. An unidentified
Though this is not to say that UNH is completely balanced, I think it
ded two more goals for a 5-0 lead i3: 52 with Sean Coady off serving UVM player swept the puck into
more so than most New England colleges.
much
is
the
took
then
UVM
corner.
the
Tom
a
on
penalty
unbreakable
second
but
all
his
seemed
that
Beneath a rough exteric,r which gives UNH the reputation as a
disc on the next rush up ice and
especially to the sold out Gutter- Cullity goal.
son Field House rink and its 3500
UNH still hadn't counted them- put the game away on a goal by hockey school, it is a more complete school athletically. Look around;
selves out of it yet and came back Yves Robitaille and Chris Zim- from UNH came America's premier decathloner for the 1972 Olympic
spectators.
A Bill Fairbairn unassisted ef- to cut the lead on Dan Forget's merman in a 52 second soan.
.Games in Munich, Jeff Bannister.
Bob Tomey added the last
fort dislodged the puck in the 10th goal of the season to end the
For three out of four years, a UNH skier won the NCAA Skimeister
goal at 17:15 when a Gary Prior Award, signifying the top all-around skier in the country. Men's gymUNH end with it in Moffett's scoring in the period.
Chris Pryor put UNH back pass sent him in alone on Moffett.
crease and behind the goaline
nastics won the New England title one year. Baseball, which regret''When we made it 5-2, we were
before anyone really knew where within distance cutting UVM's
is treated as a minor sport here, has won the Yankee Conference
fully
really flying," said Pryor. "But
lead at 1:30 when he whipped a
the puck was.
went to the ECAC playoffs twice.
nearly
and
"Billy beat the guy td the quick pass out from Andy when they got those two quick
Tracksters, swimmers and wrestlers have all qualified for regional
goals, that really broke our back.
puck," said Cross," and then out Brickley past Turcotte.
Another rush and·another drive We were pushing for our third and national competition.
in front." "You don't get a goal
The women have had equal success after rising from the r~s of the
like that unless you work for it' by Pryor caught Turcotte out of goal, and they got the sixth to
and that exemplified our efforts the net and as the Wildcats and stop us in our tracks."
physical education department. Gymnastics have finished 15th in the
John Normand echoed Pryor's country; field hockey ·and lacrosse have had winning seasons year-in
Gutterson locals watched the disc
tonight.''
thoughts. "We controlled the and year-out. Basketball is making the big push, swimming and track.
game here more than they did And hockey appears headed for a EAIAW regional championship in
up there. They never came as
close to a· 5-3 difference like we early March.
Skiing, continually is in the top ten in the nation.
did. If we had got that goal who
the seventies, hopefully, we have learned much about UNH
From
haphave
would
knows what
athletics. There is a great deal of history here, a great deal of heritage.
pened?''
her performance.
ICEWOMEN
What's in store for the eighties? Well, no one can honestly say which
Tonight,·UNH faces the first of
"I don't think any of those
continued from page 16
a remaining four game - ··new direction atletics will take. The great and final denominator, unforteams can beat us," said Bryant, season" in a must-win situation
open a close 3-1 game in the third.
Haroules, McKay and Kip Porter "because our passing is so good. to keep hoping for. a play off spot tunately, seems to be the almighty buck.
In the seventies, the sports budget at UNH was slashed severely
That's the difference."
notched the other Wildcat scores.
as they play Providence. The more than once to compensate the axe which then Gov. Meldrim
Laura
Freshman
Chips:
Ice
carried
has
who
line
a
is
"This
game will be carried on Channel
Thomson used annually to slice UNH with.
us for three years,'' said McCur- Brown will replace Griffith on the 11.
There's too much here at UNH that's taken for granted. Perhaps the
dy of the G.A.S. line. "This is not G.A.S. line fore the game against
"You play for pride," said
the end of a season, this is the end John Abbott College. John Abbott UNH captain Bob Francis. "You 70's Prespective has opened a few eyes which otherwise might have
of an era and that line brought us currently boasts an 18-2-1 record, want to win every game."
remained closed; fostered a few thoughts which might have remained
the best in the Montreal area.
to it."
But perhaps Pryor put the silent; rekindled some memories for those who have made UNH
Though Bryant is only one- Game time is 7: 30 ... According to present picture in the right per- athletics known and respected throughout New England and the
third of the G.A.S. line, her con- Griffith, she'll be out until at spective when he summed up the
nation.
tribution to the ·team is now least next Wednesday and
historic. But the furture success probably won't be able to skate
HOCKEY, page 7.
of..Uutline. .won~l.l,e .predicated on .1 .hard until next.Saturday. . .

J!!l?WLee Hunsake_r.II!!!!II!l!!I!I??II!??II

The Wildcat 70's growth and success

Griffith injured in win

,.
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Hoopsters drop another

Dnfour tosses in I 000th
By Bill Nader
BURLINGTON, Vt.-Paul
Dufour became the ninth player
in UNH basketball history to
score 1000 points when he hit both
ends of a one-and-one late in the
first half of a 103-76 loss to Vermont last night.
The senior captain missed his
first four shots from the floor
before sinking the free throws
with 27 seconds left in the half. He
then hit on five more shots from ·
"Dufe territory" to close out with
12points.

Paul Dufour, the sole senior on this year's bas-ketball team
eclipsed the 1,000 point mark last night against the Catamoun:
ts. (Bill Nader photo)
.

Down Colby 6-2; Griffith injured

"It was sort of a disappointment," Dufour said. "I should
have scored it last year, but I
never had the tYDe of year that I
knew I should have."
"Maybe when I'm 30 years old,
I'll look back and say I had a sue-cessful career,'' he said.
''The height of my success was
when I scored 26 points against
UMass and we won it in triple
overtime," Dufour said, smiling.
"I didn't know it at the time, but
it all seemed to go downhill from
that."
- "'There were about 4500 people
down there (at UMass in 1977)
and they were booing us and that
made it so much better. I played
all 55 minutes and J was so tired,
but I felt so good.''
As for last night's anticlimactic
Vermont game, UNH came out
~trong, buil<l!-ng a _10-2 lead, but

tournament-bound UVM came
back stronger.
The catamounts pulled off a
six-point play and like magic;
their 25-22 lead was 31-22. UNH
would come no closer.
Robin Dixon was called for a
foul on Vermont's Dane Correll
by a marginal officiating crew.
UNH coach Friel did not agree
with the call (although it . appeared to be one of the better
cails of the evening), and was hit
wnn a technical tow for voicing
his opinion too vociferously.
Correll sank all four free
throws to the delight of the crows,
and the home team retained
wsession. and took advantage
with a Dave Vigeant jumper. Six
points in nine seconds gave Vermont the juice it needed, most of
which was sucked out of a stunned UNH.
Vermont led. 4S:36, ·· at- -intermission, and continued pushing
the ball up the floor in its run-ancigun style until the final buzzer
sounded.
Transition basketball beat
UNH, and UVM's 58 percent field
goal shooting helped run the

score up.
Steve Thode and Jeff Brown led
12-13 Vermont with 26 and 22
points respectively. Bobby Neely
led UNH with 14 in one of his better efforts of the season.
"I can't feel good about my
performance until we win, and
then I'll feel good," Neely sa:J.
But the story of the night had to
be Dufour. The Nashua native
can shoot with anybody, which is
no secret to the opposition. He
will finish his career, Saturday
night in Lundholm Gym against
Siena.
"It's really a weird feeling to
be down to one game," Dufour
said. "I've played organized
basketball since I was seven
years old. We may be losing, but
I'd love to come back next year.''
"He's one of the finest young
.men that we've ever been
associated with," said assistant
coach Bob Berry. ''He has all the
fine qualities, placing education
(3.5 GPA) first and basketball
second. But when the steps on the
basketball floor, it's all business.

HOOP, page 13

Bryant gets 200th as UNH rolls
The 1979-80 hockey season will
be a memorable one for the UNH
women's team. They're heavy
favorites to win the EAIAW .
Regionals in March.
But it will also be memorable to
a particular player, Kathy
Bryant, who with four assists in
Wednesday's 6-2 UNH win over
Colby, surpassed the 200 point
mark making her the highest
scoring collegiate player in
America.
Bryant's record breaking
assist came on Diane Langlais'
first period goal at 17:25 of the
first period. tJNH is now 17-0 (48-0
-lfor three years).
"I didn't even know I did it"
said Bryant later. "I usualiy
don't think about it as long as the
team keeps winning.''
Bryant's four assists in the
game gave her a total of :m points
· over a three-year 50 game span
JH9collegiate, lexbibition).
l -

"She's been playing very
well," commented UNH head
coach Russ _Mccurdy. "Since
January, Kathy's been oqtstand-ing. ''
Rryant's involvement in
hockey goes back some nine
years when, at 12, she began
playing for the Natick Eagles.
"That league was a lot more
physical th~n college," said the
junior physical education major.
"And it's gotten more physical
sincel'vegottenoutofit."
"The games themselves were
harder because the teams were
closer in caliber," she continued,
"but I don't think the play was as
goodasitisincollege."
Coming to UNH, Bryant found
herself playing on the same team
with many of her opponents from
her high school days: co-captain
Gail Griffith, Gaby Haroules,
Ch1dy McKay, Lynn Walsh,
LauraBrownandYvetteDaigle-.

1

"It was weird at first," .said
Bryant. "But we played well
together."
Just how well has astonished
Mccurdy.
"This is the premier line in
college hockey," he said of
Bryant, Langlais and Griffith
who comprised UNH's G.A.S.
line. "And right now, they're
playing their best hockey of the
season. But now, they'll have to
makeanadjustment."
The adjustment was forced in
Wednesday's contest against
Colby when Griffith, the line's
center and playmaker suffered a
back injury which has forced
her out of Saturday's game
against John Abbott College. (see
related story, page 15).
Bryant had set up Griffith for
two tallies and Langlais for one
earlier in the game as- UNH broke·

ICEWOMEN, page 15

Junior wing Kathy Bryant became the first Wildcat to top the
200 point career mark with a four assist performance against
Colby on Wednesday. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

•

The cards are stacked and UNH is trumped
-UNH basketbaff is playing against a stacked deck and
the cards are marked.
This year's team will finish at 3-23 , and yes excuses
can be made, but why bother? It all comes down to wins
and losses. UNH is a· proven loser in a society where
everybody loves a winner.
_
· In professional sports, there is a trade-off between
dollars spent and winning. Winning: how much are
· you willing to pay? These are the days of George Steinbrenner, Chuck Fairbanks, Tom Cousineau, Daryl
Dawkins and Derek Sanderson. The WHA, ABA and
CFL; labor unions or athletic leagues? No-cut, no-trade,
N~hi;~~dn~s, which you and I have been sucked into, has leaked down to the college ranks. The issue is
still dollars spent and winning. The trade-off.
"~ew Hampshire coannot win without the horses,"
said former C-eltic great Bob Cousy, "and I don't care
what the level is."
The level is Division I, including opponents such as
Connecticut, St., Peter's, Boston College, Providence,
Boston University, Northeastern and Holy Cross.
"There is no way I can see to weaken our schedule,"
says Athletic Director Andrew Mooradian."And there is
no way Division II schools will play us because of the _
size of our school and we. have
scholarship
program."
• • a II
h 1 th"
UNH p Iayed tw o D 1v1s1on
sc
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1s season,
, and Iost b o th games.
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H
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h
ew amps ire o11ege an many ot er upstart
Division II schools· place their athletic emphasis on
basketball. The majority of their athletic budget is
pump~d into building the basketball program and
thus l·nto establ1"sh1"ng trad1"t1'on
'
·
··we do not have anh basketball tradition," aamns
Moradian "H1"ston·cally (the state of) New Hampsh1"re
, · oriented, but
' students come to UNH and
is basketball
become aware of the winning tradition of hockey."
·"Support for our winning programs has been tremendous," says Mooradian, "and our gym would be inadequate if we ever put together a winning team."
If UNH is to enjoy a winning basketball team ana a
full gym, changes have to be made. The blue-ch1p
recruit UNH has been unabb to attract is in bargaining
position while UNH opts for the take-what-you-can-get
approach.
The biggest college recruits have been proven too big
for The biggest basketball colleges. Moses Malone went
to the Utah Stars, Daryl Dawking to the 76ers and Ralph
Sampson will be out of Virginia as quick as you can say
"hardship".
But UNH cannot recruit the studs. Durham means
North Carolina, not New Hampshire.
"We have limitations as far as funds go," says
M oorad"1an. "We do not fly k'd
. to VlSlt
. . our campus.
1sm
Th at has to b e d one b y Fnen
. ds of UN H Bask etba11 .
_

"Another problem 1·s trvm·g to recru-it the black
-v
athlete," he added. "They like the campus, but we don't
have any black culture."
And so the question arises: What does UNH have to
offer7 Certa1'nly not Lundholm Gymnasium, UNH's
version of The Big Arena.
Prov1'dence 11·ves 1·n the C1'v1·c Center in a state where
basketball is all there is. Holy Cross has Hart Center.
Connecticut fills Storrs with 4600.basketball crazy fans
one hour before tap-off.
UNH sells the school. "We have an outstanding
reputation as an academic institution," says Mooradian.
"There is no back door into UNH. The type of athlet-e
we have must keep athletics in perspective."
_
Maybe selling the school first and basketball second is
the correct approach. Maybe it's the only option
available to a school where winter sports place hockey
fir~t and basketball a distant second.
The necessary funds and -facilities as well as shady
recruiting tactics will not occur urtder the present administration. And so UNH will cm\tinue to lose, but as
assistant coach Bob Berry says, "As long as you can
look into the mirror ... "
Winning: how much are you willing to pay7 Your
opponent has been stacking the deck and you have lost
3
·
2 of 26 han·ds.
It' s your deal .
_

